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Subject: English Literature Term: 4 Topic: English Literature Revision

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgq3dmn
https://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/macbeth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkrQmkZznxo
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/macbeth/

Macbeth Week 1

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgq3dmn
https://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/macbeth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkrQmkZznxo
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/macbeth/

Macbeth Week 2

https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/power-and-conflict/
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4nc87h
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=power+and+conflict+poetry+revision

Poetry of Power and Conflict Week 3

https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/power-and-conflict/
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4nc87h
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=power+and+conflict+poetry+revision

Poetry of Power and Conflict Week 4

https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/an-inspector-calls/
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpr639q
https://www.sparknotes.com/drama/an-inspector-calls/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M75yUsyNySY

An Inspector Calls Week 5

https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/power-and-conflict/
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4nc87h
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=power+and+conflict+poetry+revision

An Inspector Calls Week 6

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-literature-8702/specification-at-a-
glance

Specification

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgq3dmn
https://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/macbeth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkrQmkZznxo
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/macbeth/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgq3dmn
https://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/macbeth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkrQmkZznxo
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/macbeth/
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/power-and-conflict/
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4nc87h
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=power+and+conflict+poetry+revision
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/power-and-conflict/
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4nc87h
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=power+and+conflict+poetry+revision
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/an-inspector-calls/
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpr639q
https://www.sparknotes.com/drama/an-inspector-calls/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M75yUsyNySY
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/english-revision/gcse-aqa/power-and-conflict/
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4nc87h
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=power+and+conflict+poetry+revision
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-literature-8702/specification-at-a-glance


Subject: Maths 11 Higher Term: 4 Topic: Proportion and Graphs

Graph Transformations Laws of Indices and Standard Form

𝑓 𝑥

𝑓 𝑥 + 2 (translated 2 up)

𝑓 𝑥 + 2 (translated 2 to the left)

𝑓(𝑥) 3𝑓(𝑥) 𝑓(2𝑥)



Subject: Maths 11 Higher Term: 4 Topic: Revision

Solving Quadratics by Factorising Algebraic Fractions



Subject: Maths 11 Higher Term: 4 Topic: Revision

Rearranging Formulae Simultaneous Equations
A formula has an equals sign and letters to 
represent different quantities, e.g. 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟2

The letters are variable as their values can vary

When the letter to be made the subject appears 
twice you will need to factorise



Subject: Maths 11 Higher Term: 4 Topic: More algebra

Week 1: Rearranging formulae

Week 2: Algebraic fractionsA formula has an equals sign and letters to 
represent different quantities, e.g. 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟2

The letters are variable as their values can vary

When the letter to be made the subject appears twice you will 
need to factorise



Subject: Maths 11 Higher Term: 4 Topic: More algebra

Week 3: Surds and Direct proportion
The symbol ∝ means ‘is directly proportional to’ 
𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 means 𝑦 is directly proportional to 𝑥
In general if 𝑦 is directly proportional to 𝑥, 𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 and 𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥 where 𝑘 is 
a number, called the constant of proportionality 

Example

A quantity can be directly proportional to the square, the cube, or the 
square root of another quantity. For example:
• If 𝑦 is proportional to the square of 𝑥 then 𝑦 ∝ 𝑥2and 𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥2

• If 𝑦 is proportional to the cube of 𝑥 then 𝑦 ∝ 𝑥3and 𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥3

• If 𝑦 is proportional to the square root of 𝑥 then 𝑦 ∝ 𝑥 and 𝑦 = 𝑘 𝑥

1

1 + 2
=

1

1 + 2
×
1 − 2

1 − 2
=

1 − 2

1 − 2
= 2 − 1



Subject: Maths 11 Higher Term: 4 Topic: More algebra

Week 4: Inverse Proportion and exponential functions

When 𝑦 is inversely proportional to 𝑥 Expressions in the form 𝑎𝑥, where 𝑎 is a positive number, 
are called exponential functions

Exponential growth Exponential decay

Example

𝑦 ∝
1

𝑥

𝑦 =
𝑘

𝑥

The tangent to a curved graph is a straight line that touches the graph at 
a point.
The gradient at a point on a curve is the gradient of the tangent at that 
point 

Example



Week 1: Integers

Subject: Maths Foundation Term: 4 Topic: Number and Algebra

Brackets

Division

Subtraction

Addition

Indices

Multiplication

+ - x ÷

Add
Plus
Sum
Total

Subtract
Minus

Take away
Difference

Multiply
Times

Product

Divide
Half
Split

BIDMAS- This is the order of operations 
which tells you what step to do first.

A function is a rule. The inverse function reverses the rule

Squares- The answer when a number is multiplied by itself. For example, 16 is a square 
number as 4x4=16. 

Cubes- The answer when a number is multiplies by itself three times. Fro example, 27 
is a square number as 3x3x3=27

Square root- This is the inverse of squaring a number. On your calculator, it may look 
like this: 

Week 2: Decimals and place value

Rounding to decimal places- To round a number to 1 decimal place (1dp), look 
at the digit in the 2nd decimal place. If it is 5 or more, round up. 

To estimate an answer to a calculation, round 
each number to one significant figure

Significant figures- There is a lazy way of writing this, which is sf or sig fig.

Crucial: The first significant figure is always the first non-zero number you come 
across. The second significant figure is the number to the right of that, and so on… 

Remember: the size of your rounded number should be a similar size to the number 
in the question, and you must use zeros to help you with this.



Week 3: Factors, multiples and squares
Week 4: Index notation and prime 
factors

HFC- This stands for highest common 
factor. The HCF of two (or more) 
numbers is the largest number that is 
a factor of both numbers.

LCM- This stands for lowest common 
multiple. The LCM of two (or more) 
numbers is the smallest number that is 
a multiple of both (or all) numbers.

Prime- A number that only 
has two factors; 1 and itself. 
E.g. 13

Factors- A number which 
goes into another number 
without leaving a remainder. 
E.g. 3 is a factor of 18.

Multiples- A number in its 
timetables. E.g. 10 is a 
multiple of 2.

Examples

Squares Primes Cubes

1
4
9

25
36
49
64
81

100

2
3
5
7

11
13
17
19
23
29

1
8

27
64

125
1000

Subject: Maths Foundation Term: 4 Topic: Number and Algebra

In index notation, the number that is being multiplied by 
itself is called the base. The number written above the base 
is called the index or power. The index tells you the number 
of times the base has been multiplied by itself.

Prime Factor Decomposition- This could also be written as 
‘product of its prime’. It means finding all of the prime 
factors of that number. A factor tree is a quick and easy way 
to do this. An example is below.



Week 5: Expressions Week 6: Expressions continued and substitution

Subject: Maths Foundation Term: 4 Topic: Number and Algebra

A term is a number, a letter or a number and letter multiplied 
together.

Like terms contain the same letter to the same power (or do 
not contain a letter). You can simplify an expression by 
collecting like terms. 

You can write an algebraic expression by using letters to stand for numbers. The 
letter is called a variable because its value can change or vary.

Substitution refers to changing a letter for a number.

When multiplying:
Write letters in alphabetical order
Write numbers before letters



Subject: Separate Science Term: 4 Topic: Biology Revision – paper 2

Human nervous system
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 146-159

Hormonal coordination

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 160-181

Homeostasis

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 182-193

Reproduction
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 196-217

Variation and evolution
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 218-255

Ecology
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision: Adaptation, interdependence and competition,  organising an 
ecosystem , biodiversity and ecosystems
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 258-311

Required practical’s
Paper 1 and 2
Practical skills
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/biology/specifications/AQA-8461-SP-2016.PDF

Specification

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zkdnb9q/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oDS1hAqWp2M
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/homeostasis-and-response/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EqTSl52hBjBClWFD1lnBX0MBsGK7qJfRjUPKClRhhFGB0g?e=kkpyft
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z8t47p3/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6olhi88KZs
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/homeostasis-and-response/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EnxWFYAIda5Hlo4Jy9SpzUMBsUzKGiJJqUVx7jP6WU47Fg?e=oOL8cY
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z4khvcw/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S45_3wWL-Xk
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/homeostasis-and-response/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EsiTkbyWon5AmZjC4qyXW1oBHd-ZZDjnZV1kjpjibOIiEQ?e=vDg5CK
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zd77hyc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh9b6a-3DLQ
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/inheritance-variation-evolution/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EqxLuglUoCZFgxg1mWaDOUQB3i4s9Q15WGFmwRZfyl-nig?e=fFKqoM
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zppffcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LoPYfhTgeI&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXqJycGYKJhk2PMKICNBBZ8
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/inheritance-variation-evolution/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EgsGZahz2iRDr4JrSwTPgUIBqpDsfMUmvczuCaKvwhIxnw?e=KISOSm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxfd3k7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePsjdKoSA9g&list=PL9IouNCPbCxVuf3dVIq6kHQ0b27Hu-fgW
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/ecology/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/Etm32s-TiiJGq0CfVplXoBIBdMmhoHyCffZEAsKWtZ8Avg?e=9gd7xv
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/Eotkhr1m-6lNoyYRu31o-EgBCCvS8N5JhXjsa9YRAeSofg?e=52oxxs
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EjtQY9B3LuJKkimjuu6yudIByyP5R7_okq6pXhzBGi8Pcw?e=ZBgRZ9
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3ch97h/revision/1
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/practical-skills
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EsGWaA8YNi9Bj_cTWqPnSPEBIsXBdImtsrq-po1OcpVguQ?e=pcRGCU
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/biology/specifications/AQA-8461-SP-2016.PDF


Subject: Physics Term: 4 Topic: Electromagnetism

Week 1

Generator effect – when a potential difference is induced in a wire which is moving 
relative to a magnetic field, or experiencing a change in magnetic field.

The generator effect

Week 1

Two ways to induce a 
potential difference…

To swap the direction of 
the potential difference…

Move the magnet in the 
opposite direction, or,
Start with the magnet the
other way round

Move the wire in the 
opposite direction, or, 
Start with both magnets 
the other way round

To increase the size of the 
induced potential 
difference…

Increase the speed of the movement, or, 
Increase the magnetic field strength. 

Alternators 
generate 
alternating 
current.

Generators 
generate direct 
current. 

Alternator 
vs 

generators

Ratio between primary and secondary potential difference = ratio 
between number of turns on primary and secondary coils
If a transformer is 100% efficient: input power = output power

Transformers

Alternative current 
passed through 

primary coil

Changing magnetic 
field induced in 

iron core

Alternating current 
induced in 

secondary coil

Direct current is passed through the wire

Each side of the coil experiences 
opposite forces

Coil rotates

Electric motors

Alternating current is sent through coil

Coil moves back and forth

Paper cone moves back and forth

Sound waves are created

Loudspeakers and headphones

Sound waves hit diaphragm

Diaphragm moves back and forth

Coil of wire moves back and forth

Alternating current is generated

Microphones



Subject: Physics Term: 4 Topic: Space

Week 2 Week 2
The life cycle of a star

Our solar system is a tiny part of the Milky Way galaxy.
It contains the Sun, eight planets, dwarf planets, moons (natural satellites) and artificial 
satellites. 
Planets orbit the Sun, moons orbit planets and artificial satellite (generally) orbit the 
Earth.

Our solar system

Gravitational force keeps planets and 
satellites in circular orbits. 
It causes the objects directions to 
constantly change. 
This means the object’s velocity 
constantly changes. 

If the speed of an object in a stable orbit 
changes, the radius (size) of the orbit 
changes. 

Circular orbits
Stable orbits

Red-shift – an observed increase in the wavelength of light (light is shifted towards the 
red end of the spectrum). Observed when a galaxy moves away from Earth.  

Red-shift

Big Bang Theory – all the matter in the universe occupied a dense and hot tiny space. 
Then it exploded and space started expanding. 

Three things in the Universe that aren’t fully understood:
1) Why distant galaxies are receding at increasing speeds (shown by observations of 
supernovae since 1998)
2) Dark matter
3) Dark energy

The Big Bang theory and Universal mysteries



Subject: Physics Term: 4 Topic: Revision - Forces

Week 3 Week 3

. 

Momentum

Momentum has size and direction and is a vector quantity. 

Momentum (kg m/s) = mass (kg) x velocity (m/s) 

When two objects collide the momentum of both objects changes:
- If the two objects has the same mass the velocity is halved by the impact. The 

combined mass after the collision is twice the moving mass before the collision. So the 
momentum after the collision is the same as the momentum before the collision

- If one object has double the mass of a second upon impact, the velocity of the smaller 
trolley is reduced to one-third. The combined mass after the collision is three times 
the initial mass. So the momentum after the collision is the same as the momentum 
before the collision. 

This is an example of conservation of momentum:
In a closed system, the total momentum before an event is equal to the total 

momentum after the event. 

. 

Force and acceleration

Force (N) = mass (kg) x acceleration (m/s2)
Newton’s second law of motion states that the acceleration of an object is;
- Proportional to the resultant force on the object
- Inversely proportional to the mass of the object
A resultant force is needed to change the velocity of an object. The tendency of an object 
to stay at rest or to continue in uniform motion (i.e. moving at a constant velocity) is 
called its inertia. The inertial mass of an object is a measure of the difficulty of changing 
the object’s velocity. 

Inertial mass can be defined as 
𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2

. 

Weight and terminal velocity

The weight of an object is the force acting on it due to gravity, measured in Newton's (N)
The mass of an object depends on the quantity f matter in it. Mass is measured in 
kilograms, kg. 
The gravitational force on a 1 kg object is the gravitational field strength, on Earth this is 
9.8 N/kg. 

Weight, N = mass, kg x gravitational field strength, N/kg
Terminal velocity is when a falling object reaches a constant velocity when the frictional 
velocity is equal and opposite to its weight. The resultant force is zero and so its 
acceleration is zero. 

. 

Forces and braking

A stopping distance is the shortest distance a vehicle can safely stop in, and is in two 
parts, the thinking distance and the braking distance.

Stopping distance = thinking distance + braking distance
Both of these factors can be affected by things such as;
- Drugs and alcohol
- The speed at which the vehicle travels
- Adverse road conditions
- Poorly maintained vehicles.

. 

Using conservation of momentum

(mass of A x velocity of A) = -(mass of B x velocity B)



The longer the impact time, the more the impact force is reduced. 
If we know the impact time, we can calculate the impact force as follows. We know;

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
(𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦)

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛
=
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛
We also know;

𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 × 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
Because mass x change of velocity = change in momentum, then;

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 =
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 × 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛

Impact forces Week 4 Week 4

Forces and elasticity

An object is elastic if it returns to its original 
shape when the forces deforming it are 
removed. 
Extension is the increase in length from its 
original length. 
Extension= length at the stage – original length

Hooke’s Law states the extension of a spring is 
directly proportional to the force supplied, as 
long as its limit of proportionality is not 
exceeded. 
Hooke’s Law can be written as:

Force applied (N) = spring constant (N/m) x 
extension (m)

The spring constant is equal to the force per unit 
extension needed to extend the spring, 
assuming that its limit of proportionality is not 
reached. The stiffer the spring, the greater the 
constant. 

Pressure is the force per unit area, unit of pressure is the pascal (Pa), which is equal to one 
newton per square metre (N/m2).

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, 𝑝 (𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙, 𝑃𝑎) =
𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒, 𝐹 (𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠, 𝑁)

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎, 𝐴 (𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑚2)

Pressure and surfaces

The pressure of a liquid increases with depth. The further the hole is below the level of 
water in the bottle, the greater the force with which the jet leaves the bottle. The pressure 
in a liquid depends on the density of the liquid.
The pressure of a liquid column
The pressure, p, at the bottom of a column of liquid depends on the height of the column 
and the density of the liquid. For a column of liquid of density, p, and height, h, the 
pressure caused by the liquid at the base of the column is given by the equation:

𝑝 = ℎ × ρ × 𝑔

Pressure in a liquid at rest

Atmospheric pressure is due to 
air molecules colliding with 
surfaces. Each impact exerts a 
tiny force on a surface, but the 
number of molecules that 
collide wit the surface each 
second is very large. 
Using atmospheric pressure –
rubber suction caps pressed 
onto a wall tile stays on the tile 
and does not fall off.  This is 
because atmospheric pressure 
acts on the outside of the cap 
but not on the inside between 
the cap and the wall. 

Up thrust is a force exerted upwards on an object in 
the water. 
Up thrust explained – the water level in a water 
container rises when an object is lowered into the 
water. This is because the object displaces some of the 
water:
• The more the object is lowered into the water, the 

bigger the volume of water displaced and the bigger 
the up thrust

• When the object is fully immersed, the volume of 
water displace is equal to the volume of the object

An object floats when its weight is equal to the up 
thrust. 

An object sinks when its weight is greater than the 
up thrust.

Atmospheric pressure Up thrust and floatation



Subject: Physics Term: 4 Topic: Revision - Waves

There are different types of waves:
• Mechanical waves – like sound waves 

or water waves. This type travel 
through a medium (a substance)

• Electromagnetic waves – like light 
waves or radio waves. This type can 
travel through a vacuum. 

Transverse waves - The oscillations of a 
transverse wave are perpendicular to 
the direction in which the waves 
transfer. 

Longitudinal waves – The oscillations of 
a longitudinal wave are parallel to the 
direction in which the waves transfer 
energy. 

The nature of waves

Wave Properties

The bigger the amplitude of the waves, the more 
energy the waves carry.

Wavelength – is the distance from one point on the 
wave to the equivalent point on the adjacent wave.
Frequency – is the number of waves per second and is 
measured in Hertz, Hz. 
Wave speed – the speed of the waves is the distance 
travelled by each wave every second through a 
medium. Energy is transferred by the waves at this 
speed. 
Wave speed (m/s) = frequency (Hz) x wavelength (m)

Measuring the speed of sound in air:
Speed (m/s) = Distance (m) ÷ Time (s)

Wave properties
Properties

Reflection of waves can be investigated using the ripple tank. Each ripple is 
called a wavefront because it is the front of each wave as it travels across 
the water surface. Incident waves are produced, for example, when dipping 
a ruler in water repeatedly. The incident rays may then be reflected off a 
barrier. 

Refraction of waves occurs when a plane wave crosses a boundary at a non-
zero angle to the boundary causing each wavefront to change speed and 
direction. 

Required practical
Reflection and refraction

Week 5



Subject: Physics Term: 4 Topic: Revision - Waves

Investigating waves

More about waves Types of wave

The ear can detect an enormous range of sound waves of different intensities as well as a wide 
range of frequencies, from 20 Hz to about 20 kHz. When a sound wave makes your ear drum 
vibrate your ear sends signals to your brain about what you are hearing.
Echo sounding uses pulses of high-frequency sound waves to detect objects in deep water and 
deep water to measure water depth below a ship. 

Sound waves

Sound waves above the highest frequency that humans can detect are called ultrasounds. Each 
ultrasound wave pulse from the transducer:
• Is partially reflected from the different tissue boundaries in its path
• Returns to the transducer as a sequence of ultrasound waves reflected by the tissue 

boundaries, arriving back at different times. 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑚 =
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒,𝑚/𝑠

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒, 𝑠

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒,𝑚
= 0.5 × 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 × 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛

The uses of ultrasound

Seismic waves are shock waves created by energy being transferred from the Earth’s core and the movement of tectonic plates. 
A seismometer can record and measure the size of seismic waves and display three main types;
• Primary waves (P-Waves) cause the initial tremors lasting about one minute. These are longitudinal waves that push or pull on 

material as they move through the Earth. 
• Secondary waves (S-waves) cause more tremors a few minutes later. They are transverse waves that travel more slowly than P-

waves. They shake the material that they pass through inside the Earth from side to side. 
• Long waves (L-waves) arrive last and cause violent movements on the surface up and down as well as backwards and forwards. 

They travel more slowly than P-waves or S-waves, and they only happen in the Earth’s crust. 

Seismic waves

Week 6



Electromagnetic waves are electric and magnetic disturbances that can be used to transfer 
energy from a source to an absorber. You use waves from different parts of the 
electromagnetic spectrum in everyday devices.  
Waves from different parts of the EM spectrum have different wavelengths:
• Long-wave radio waves have wavelengths as long as 10 km (104)
• X-rays and gamma rays have wavelength as short as a millionth of a millionth of a 

millimetre (= 0.000 000 000 001 mm or 10-15m)
• Your eyes detect visible light, which is only a limited part of the EM spectrum

Electromagnetic spectrum EM Spectrum

Light – light from ordinary lamps and the Sun is called white light. This is because it has all 
the colours of the visible spectrum in it. Photographers need to know how shapes and 
colours of light affect the photographs they take:
Infrared radiation – is emitted from all objects and can be used in infrared devices, such 
as in optical fibres, remote controls or cameras. 
Microwaves – have a short wavelength than radios. We cab use them for 
communications, e.g. satellite TV or for heating food. 
Radio waves - have frequencies that range from about 200 000 Hz to 300 million hertz. 
They are used to carry radio, TV and mobile phone signals.

Light, infrared, microwaves, and radio waves

When you use a mobile phone, radio waves carry signals between your mobile phone and 
the nearest mobile phone mast. The waves used to carry any type of signal are called 
carrier waves. 
The shorter the wavelength of radio waves the more information they can carry but their 
range is shorted and less spread out. 

Communications

Subject: Physics Term: 4 Week 5 Topic: Revision - EM waves

Uses of waves

UV waves are harmful to eyes and skin. We can use them for security pens or to mark 
valuable objects. 
X-rays and gamma rays – both travel straight intro substances and can pass through them. 
They both have short-wavelengths and carry a lot of energy. We use both for medical 
purposes, X-rays for X-rays and gamma rays for killing harmful bacteria and cancer cells.  

Ultraviolet waves, X-rays and gamma rays

When an x-ray machine is turned o, x-rays from the x-ray tube pass through the part of the 
patients body that is under investigation. X-rays pass through the soft tissue but are 
absorbed by bones. A flat-panel detector is a small screen that contains a charge-coupled 
device (CCD). This CCD converts the x-rays into light. The light rays then create an 
electronic signals in the sensors that are sent to a computer, which displays a digital x-ray 
image. 
The radiation dose received by a person is a measure of the damage done to their body 
by ionising radiation.

X-rays in medicine



Colour filters work by 
absorbing certain 
wavelengths and 
transmitting other 
wavelengths of white light. 

The law of reflection tells us  that the 
angle of incidence = the angle of 
reflection.
A virtual image is formed at a place 

where light rays appear to come from 
after they have been reflected (or 
refracted). It can’t be projected onto a 
screen like the movie images you see at 
a cinema. AN image that can seen on a 
screen is described as a real image 
because it is formed by focusing light 
onto the screen.

Specular reflection – is when parallel 
light rays are reflected in a singular 
direction
Diffuse reflection – is when light rays are 
scattered when reflected from a rough 
surface.  

Subject: Physics Term: 4 week 6 Topic: Revision - Light

Reflection of light

Light

Refraction is the change of direction of a light 
wave once is has changes speed. 
Refraction rules
Your investigation should show that a light ray:
1. Changes direction towards the normal when 

it travels from air into glass. The angle of 
refraction (r) is smaller than the angle of 
incidence (i). 

2. Changes direction away from the normal 
when it travels from glass into air. The angle 
of refraction (r) is greater than the angle of 
incidence (i).

Refraction

Refraction of light

Colour

Light and colour
A convex lens makes parallel rays convers to a focus. The point where parallel rats are focused to is 
the principal focus. 
A concave lens makes parallel rays diverge.

Whether the lens is concave or convex, the distance from the centre of the les to the principal focus 
is called the focal length of the lens.

𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑎 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑠 =
𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

Lenses

Using lenses

We can use lenses to form real images:

We can also form a virtual image using convex and concave 
lenses. 



Subject: Separate Science Term: 4 Topic: Chemistry Revision

Atomic structure and the Periodic Table Week 1
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 4-35

Bonding, structure and the properties of matter Week 2
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 36-61

Quantitative Chemistry Week 3
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 62-81

Chemical changes Week 4
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 84-111

Energy changes Week 5
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 112-125

Required practical’s
Paper 1
Paper 2

Practical skills
Physics and math’s tutor

SharePoint Revision https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/chemistry/specifications/AQA-8462-SP-2016.PDF

Specification

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: 238

Chemistry – Paper 1 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxnftv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3NEXz9iryc&list=PL9IouNCPbCxULWXCO9jt0PsuAbxYpw2_1
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/atomic-structure-and-periodic-table
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EZCb_769NqdJukdnC9DJHCIBSzag3Ex9wZKyFEtk4aM05Q?e=KO7G5f
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EjXN1An__uVBkRhnJvy-rF0BL1iDyIxRAqwVGb4v20gfkA?e=Jhh12j
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9x1sc4qen5/assignments/assignment/a8049b0f-1c43-43b5-a9d7-487da7117186
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zq6h2nb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ku0oTu8ZWqk&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXmFgiKCM60Sglh-qOG_vlE
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/bonding-structure-properties-of-matter/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EcrKQr0OH3xDvZ8S7jpoRnAB3upEy-zELaSV4xAHPucftA?e=9Xl81O
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/ElzQAcVjA2NKgl6XDAQQHOAB-GiqgelxSWzwavHKHQAb8A?e=rzjPPO
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9x1sc4qen5/assignments/assignment/1f030b0a-f2c2-4886-ab8d-fd5422603280
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z87mw6f
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4pw_-U6Xpc&list=PL9IouNCPbCxUhxxFUbR4SNfwmaRB8mYX3
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/quantitative-chemistry/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EZdNdlmhLQdMiLeUm9lbQVABo0T2WRn9QLhP6DT2HBWJ9Q?e=QZdv70
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Es6QHmpCYENIuxSoJEmJC2EBOWG5zKcQsyjRO2Lj2pofkA?e=TVJEzA
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9x1sc4qen5/assignments/assignment/cde0e29e-a878-4071-82ba-51a4cd36dd1b
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcdj97h
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lk1V0buHEFs&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXDlRtCQEG0cGehBvJ7t9Pf
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/chemical-changes/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/ESQvVwXBo7REo6SWnQ4VadcBlY7vLlfNtVkuIxe7NeTOsQ?e=xhjJR9
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Eu7MPmjHxbJLqn7qCL5gHg0BlHWgGXeAd7IbN1d31eZYIg?e=UWn2tJ
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9x1sc4qen5/assignments/assignment/baaa5b39-69b6-45cb-b372-982ae34f6298
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z34kgdm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HS6D0hTzdg&list=PL9IouNCPbCxX74bPfz0TGVVmyGYgMarWu
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/energy-changes/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Ekki6ob051JOpQUReYwclskB3CzgToKT1xkz_tYBZx4zfg?e=PkSdwp
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9x1sc4qen5/assignments/assignment/1b4f35a5-8bcb-47b1-9574-36a7e09353dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GH95172Js8&list=PL9IouNCPbCxX8QpFbntg415HVIvVDHjx_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5p06i9ilmo&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXKTl-z8CR2MOynxfJwB4h-
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg98rwx
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/practical-skills
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/Er10CY4JNXdDhc-CIvN-O8cB2HPgPyXNyeQ0GPPjwAvaGw?e=Kmi7bf
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/chemistry/specifications/AQA-8462-SP-2016.PDF
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zdnc97h/revision/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GH95172Js8&list=PL9IouNCPbCxX8QpFbntg415HVIvVDHjx_
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/past-papers/gcse-chemistry/aqa-paper-1/
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9x1sc4qen5/assignments/assignment/fc0d6fa8-2045-470c-be02-6e1b8f613058


Subject: Trilogy Science Term: 4 Topic: Revision

Chemistry - Atomic structure and the Periodic Table

Week 1
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2, SharePoint Revision 3
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 4-35 

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF

Specification

Biology – Cell Biology

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 4-33

Physics - Energy

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 4-43

Chemistry – Bonding, structure and the properties of matter

Week 2
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 36-71

Biology - Organisation

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 34-55

Physics - Electricity

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 46-69

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z2mttv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBZcpzr5B2g&list=PL9IouNCPbCxVU74eQtCcqbaQdYmwzAnlC
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/cell-biology/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EdeHpgG6BvJDgjohPOy6T1MBt5hzaTdOKnFAs1TUobjvSQ?e=5P5WQi
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EfbTRlLPQ-ZKulDHsCMEFiYBkSJHx_seaUEq-ESmikcW2Q?e=x4sXu7
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Eq1qscsI2IBPnaCzzjPTYaUBAMhDLh62OotyZ0iZ2F0osw?e=ERQJRW
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/9227fced-cc93-49d6-9d79-d82864a1e529
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcckk2p
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3NEXz9iryc&list=PL9IouNCPbCxULWXCO9jt0PsuAbxYpw2_1
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/atomic-structure-and-periodic-table
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EZCb_769NqdJukdnC9DJHCIBSzag3Ex9wZKyFEtk4aM05Q?e=KO7G5f
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EjXN1An__uVBkRhnJvy-rF0BL1iDyIxRAqwVGb4v20gfkA?e=Jhh12j
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/cfef577a-5879-42b8-bd80-6990b793743f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z89ddxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zy9eWzmGe4&list=PL9IouNCPbCxWNjJvmqwZ4vKy4VfcAhsCj
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/energy/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Ed0OWn_8Fm1Dt5OXXXz9T9kBVoE7Al_iVkMOahV3H6vOaA?e=zm9Y95
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EmrxIfmc30JFjQGRZHDChqoBSlrgcFp9H98F7VW0VcvwlA?e=bmy9Jg
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/a1a3d5cc-8749-46b2-9389-03947beebe26
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwj22nb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ui4oSHHnzA&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXGDt3ATU1xM_X_F8JghPCB
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/organisation/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/ERmVSTBAxmtIgVbsrSUmQfoBrywF9P_J6uakm3L2ms-MBQ?e=HZDi5S
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Ega689irhXVLvTB8I7Mb7NUBeSAzqmyKCx0V4Cf7izscJg?e=Dm9ZWU
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/7f813365-f3e1-43ed-b99d-7df14a014eac
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z33rrwx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ku0oTu8ZWqk&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXmFgiKCM60Sglh-qOG_vlE
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/bonding-structure-properties-of-matter/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EcrKQr0OH3xDvZ8S7jpoRnAB3upEy-zELaSV4xAHPucftA?e=9Xl81O
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/ElzQAcVjA2NKgl6XDAQQHOAB-GiqgelxSWzwavHKHQAb8A?e=rzjPPO
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/4bc1eda0-a2e2-4ff0-865c-acb981307f26
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcg44qt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEBfn4ndQWI&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXc2NQoIZN7-3jIKN7vW-Sq
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/electricity/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EbvVKY-c7wdKlc-rZtZY6OMBRVY39bBrJ2PpPb6O4-pjbw?e=Y3bHGi
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EulvCYrPzcNLgjcZ4yx0ITYBXGKEvwuNKKB_0tw73PVh4A?e=9PfffX
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/8a649c07-cda0-4029-93e8-8c344ae6389a


Subject: Trilogy Science Term: 4 Topic: Revision

Week 3
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 74-111 

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF

Specification

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 56-65

Chemistry – Quantitative Chemistry

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 70-83

Week 4
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 112-131

Biology – Infection and response

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 68-95

Physics – Particle model of matter

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision 1, SharePoint Revision 2
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 84-95

Chemistry – Chemical changes

Biology - Bioenergetics

Physics – Atomic structure

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9kww6f
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYWNXp36O48&list=PL9IouNCPbCxVQPNgqka5bSs-IWe3L6OD8
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/infection-and-response/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/ERB5gbOje9ZFj1Gdfc0OQAgBl71nCAT4tglE3UfhZpIkFg?e=GoSlcd
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EhRgiDvl6T1DnhHHMjbqV-YBiTRWMw1DO3Q8_mvGQkYpLQ?e=IWbSCT
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/a0c2f049-370d-45d0-bcf9-c587b8640fdc
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zsnyy4j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4pw_-U6Xpc&list=PL9IouNCPbCxUhxxFUbR4SNfwmaRB8mYX3
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/quantitative-chemistry/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EZdNdlmhLQdMiLeUm9lbQVABo0T2WRn9QLhP6DT2HBWJ9Q?e=QZdv70
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Es6QHmpCYENIuxSoJEmJC2EBOWG5zKcQsyjRO2Lj2pofkA?e=TVJEzA
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/3c0505e1-7a0a-4962-b776-beee046943d4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3ybb82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-EZmXVOSa20&list=PL9IouNCPbCxWdHszkb6n6503ommOpg_t7
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/particle-model-of-matter/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EYrBzyH_kHRLq_Utr87EOW4B4e_2WQcuqq5Y4aNJnBN_ww?e=i0zsog
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/ErVsiAQ3CNhOuhXveTQ9NbYBcyRgJds4XxEsgxe6MMXixg?e=wcLcfW
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/b0268e7b-8a5f-49db-a565-45491805f253
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgr997h
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAJGnS_ktk4&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXVpEqkFRN5Jq8ZZTBBRWUz
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/bioenergetics/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EUY-TQH4IfBBgcQ_QxnODAkBLdpKSaOBJEb1HVMK2kvs0g?e=glkg8f
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Enm6QqZHNeFGrd1D5BIc9JQBt65vXvAO1sbqKwyoF4uJHQ?e=e0kpCU
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/b59c79b4-dbdb-4047-a1fb-32677eee2f53
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zt6ppbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lk1V0buHEFs&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXDlRtCQEG0cGehBvJ7t9Pf
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/chemical-changes/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/ESQvVwXBo7REo6SWnQ4VadcBlY7vLlfNtVkuIxe7NeTOsQ?e=xhjJR9
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Eu7MPmjHxbJLqn7qCL5gHg0BlHWgGXeAd7IbN1d31eZYIg?e=UWn2tJ
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/b1819f42-3708-4ae2-aee0-850fcdc0280d
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zshssrd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dftq9xGXcf8&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXTU7zSX4IvJDLrtCEmqEMU
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/atomic-structure/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EYlkcwLb7mtDoDGQAhpZ0coBkaF01R1It_ky7YT-aXdp6A?e=3NlDd7
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Eo0vreuAJ7dLovnD5nOv2oMBlG-CqvAgWFXWetlFAgKHZA?e=Zm6EMo
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/b53bc65d-a8b9-4d74-9317-262640de931e


Subject: Trilogy Science Term: 4 Topic: Revision

Week 5
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 134-159

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF

Specification

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 96-105

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 98-133

Chemistry – Energy changes

Week 6
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube Playlist 1, Free Science Lessons YouTube Playlist 2
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 162-203 

Biology – Inheritance, variation and evolution

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 108-127

Biology – Homeostasis and response

BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Seneca
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 136-157

Physics – Forces

Chemistry – The rate and extent of chemical change

Physics - Waves

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zyybb82
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S45_3wWL-Xk&list=PL9IouNCPbCxW3lptxS1yHCP2I9YDfM2co
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/homeostasis-and-response/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/ErmDKgQMjNdHj_s-Ot3r0aUB9f7NTzjXj2MalJiscgRx_g?e=emn5gS
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/b786cb49-1c02-4971-a9b8-a78e82ef77c2
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z27xxfr
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HS6D0hTzdg&list=PL9IouNCPbCxX74bPfz0TGVVmyGYgMarWu
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/energy-changes/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Ekki6ob051JOpQUReYwclskB3CzgToKT1xkz_tYBZx4zfg?e=PkSdwp
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/d6a09d25-c6ed-43ac-b897-2a13e5a34075
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/ztmttv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1lSWWUkMdQ&list=PL9IouNCPbCxUrQkFLoPwB67nDbhw2NfAO
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/forces/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EqDeWPMxq5BEsGOVgeUhggwBb3Dp9dTzjljbdA4w1VPiOA?e=ANvwq0
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/4a98ca84-e991-4b90-97bc-342dcee5f54c
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zppffcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh9b6a-3DLQ&list=PL9IouNCPbCxWt28Bifo2jK9xn-ym956sf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LoPYfhTgeI&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXqJycGYKJhk2PMKICNBBZ8
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/biology-revision/gcse-aqa/inheritance-variation-evolution/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Ehl7Mcx2j4dDsA2DpoIez0kBRgWfzUUc7-IAOEwdJp4KQA?e=Abfz43
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/aa8e3fae-3070-457f-beef-2ed8f874a3e7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwdqqhv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkrBJ6-uGFA&list=PL9IouNCPbCxW8AN0t0py7LaKdKSwfL3fP
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/rate-and-extent-of-chemical-change/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/EoDjW3Hv3MhAkbKL_wbSrVgBxRJ4_rOjRXfYE0H_jG7-Uw?e=Vw1Hy9
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/651e9c4c-6817-4ec5-a660-a93a7dc357ae
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z2j22nb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0f5iYCNCnow&list=PL9IouNCPbCxX1-0Nr5_bMDJnN-9RqMuA6
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/waves/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/Year11Sciencerevision/Ej44LWQGr71Ci_Vl3D6fV_QBGtPtnDomZs10XOqTyNlbOg?e=Trm6hM
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/class/9nparoyd42/assignments/assignment/9e643834-05dc-43ad-b49c-9806df90f570


Subject: Geography Term: 4 Topic: Natural Hazards- Climate change

Week- 2 Evidence for climate change

A range of evidence has been used by scientists to work out changes in the 

Earth’s climate.
Ice and Sediment Cores
An ice core is a sample taken from a glacier or ice sheet. It involves drilling 
down into the ice and removing a cylinder of ice. As ice is formed in layers it 
is possible to analyse gasses from each year. From this scientists can work out 
the temperature at the time. Ice cores can be taken from Antarctica that 
provides information for the last 400 000 years. Samples of sediment taken 
from the ocean floor can also provide an indication of temperature over 
time. It has been possible to gather data from the last 5 million years by 
using this technique.
Temperature Records
Thermometers have been used to accurately measure temperature since the 
1850s. This provides reliable, short-term data on climate change.
Tree Rings
For each year a tree grows it forms a new ring. The width of the ring gives an 
indication of the climatic conditions for the year. The thicker the ring the 
warmer and wetter the climate for that year. Tree rings are useful for giving 
an indication of climatic conditions over time.
Pollen Analysis
Analysing pollen preserved in peat bogs or the bottom of lakes gives an 
indication of the species that were living in the past. This gives an indication 
of temperatures based on what we know about the conditions different 
plants thrive in.

Week 1- How has climate changed since the beginning 
of the Quaternary period?

?Climate change is any significant change in the Earth’s climate over a long 
period. Global temperatures have fluctuated (gone up and down) throughout 
the Earth’s history.
• The Quaternary period is the most recent geological time period, 

spanning from 2.58 million years ago to today.
• The Earth’s climate was warmer and more stable in the period before the 

Quaternary. Since then, things have changed quite significantly.
• Global temperatures have shifted between cold glacial periods and 

warmer interglacial periods. As you can see from the graph below glacial 
periods have lasted around 10 times longer than interglacial periods.

• Since the last glacial period, 15000 years ago, the climate has been 
warming. Global warming is the term used to describe the rapid increase 
in global temperatures over the last century.



Subject: Geography Term: 4 Topic: Natural hazards- Climate change

Week 4- Man-made causes of climate 
change

What causes global warming?
Global warming is caused by the increases in the amount of carbon dioxide and other 
gases being released into the atmosphere by the burning of fossil fuels. These gases add 
to the natural greenhouse effect. Causing global temperatures to rise.
Deforestation also leads to a greater concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. 
Trees act as a carbon store as they absorb carbon dioxide. Removing this store leads to 
increased levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
World population growth has led to a greater demand for food. As the result of this 
farming has intensified and more animals are reared on farms. This naturally leads to an 
increase in greenhouse gases such as methane.

Human factors increasing global warming
Some human activities increase the greenhouse gases in the atmosphere:
Burning fossil fuels, e.g. coal, gas and oil - these release carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere.
Deforestation - trees absorb carbon dioxide during photosynthesis. If they are cut down, 
there will be higher amounts of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
Dumping waste in landfill - when the waste decomposes it produces methane.
Agriculture - agricultural practices lead to the release of nitrogen oxides into the 
atmosphere.

Natural Causes of Climate Change
There are some possible natural reasons for climate change. These include orbital 
changes, volcanic activity and solar output.
ORBITAL CHANGES
The way the Earth orbits the sun changes from an almost perfect circle to an 
ellipse and back again every 96 000 years. The Earth will receive more solar 
radiation during a circular orbit compared to an elliptical orbit. This would account 
for the glacials and interglacials during the Quaternary period.
VOLCANIC ACTIVITY
Significant volcanic eruptions can put large quantities of ash and gas into the 
atmosphere. These particles can reflect the Sun’s energy into space.
SOLAR OUTPUT
The energy released by the Sun is not constant. If changes in cycles of around 11 
years. When solar output is reduced the Earth’s climate might become cooler. 
There is a general agreement amongst scientists that solar output does not have a 
significant effect on climate change.

Week 3- Natural causes of climate change:



Subject: Geography Term: 4 Topic: Natural hazards- Climate change

Adaptation
Adaption strategies do not aim to reduce the impact of climate change but respond to it 
by reducing its negative effects.
CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS
Farmers respond to climate change by adapting their farming practices. This can include 
changing the type of crops they grow to those better suited to a warm climate e.g. grapes.
Areas at risk of desertification will need to change approaches to farming. Low technology 
solutions to this include the use of stone lines. You can find out more about managing 
areas at risk of desertification in the Sahel case study.
MANAGING WATER SUPPLY
There may be a greater need for developing water transfer schemes. This involves moving 
water from areas of surplus (more water than is used) to areas of water deficit (not 
enough water). This can be achieved by building water transfer pipelines. An example of 
this is the Kielder water transfer scheme in the north-east of England
REDUCING RISK FROM RISING SEA LEVELS
This involves developing coastal defences to protect areas at risk of coastal flooding. The 
purpose of these is to reduce the risk of further land being eroded away. It is estimated 
that sea levels will rise between 28 and 43cm by 2100 putting settlements and valuable 
agricultural land at risk. This will have a knock-on effect in terms of increasing costs of 
insuring properties and protecting areas at risk.
Environment Agency and local councils are developing Shoreline Management Plans to 
manage the threat of coastal change. They identify the most sustainable approach to 
managing the flood and coastal erosion risks to the coastline in the:
• short-term (0 to 20 years)
• medium term (20 to 50 years)
• long-term (50 to 100 years)

Week 5- Managing climate change-
adaptation

.

Week 5- Managing climate change-
mitigation

Mitigation
Mitigation involves reducing the causes of climate change by reducing greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere.
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY PRODUCTION
The development of renewable energy solutions such as wind, solar and tidal energy 
reduces our reliance on fossil fuel burning power stations. This helps reduce carbon dioxide 
emissions being released into the atmosphere.
Carbon capture involves reducing carbon dioxide emissions from the fossil fuel burning 
power stations. Carbon Dioxide is removed from waste gases. Once captured the Carbon 
dioxide is then converted into a dense liquid. This can be stored in safe locations e.g. 
underground in old coal mines. This helps reduce the amount of carbon dioxide released 
from fossil fuel burning power stations by up to 90%.
PLANTING TREES
Planting trees helps reduce the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere as trees absorb 
it as part of the process of photosynthesis. Through afforestation (planting trees) a greater 
proportion of carbon dioxide can be absorbed reducing greenhouse gasses in the 
atmosphere.
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
The Kyoto Protocol is signed up to reduce their carbon emissions by 5 percent that came 
into effect from 16th February 2005. The Kyoto Protocol expired in 2012. Its impact has 
been limited due to major developing countries such as China and India not being required 
to make reductions and the US refused to participate.
The most recent UN climate talks were held in Paris in 2015. During these talks, it was 
agreed that the European Union would put its emission-cutting pledges inside the legally-
binding Kyoto Protocol. Many major countries have signed up to the Paris Protocol.
The main aim of the protocol was to agree to limit global temperature change this century 
to well below 2 degrees Celsius. In the Paris Agreement, each country determines, plans 
and regularly reports its own contribution it should make in order to mitigate global 
warming. There is no mechanism to force a country to set a specific target by a specific 
date, but each target should go beyond previously set targets in international law that 
countries



Subject: History Term: 3 and 4 Topic: America – Experiences of Depression and New Deal (KQ2)

Week 4-6

. 

Week 1-3

Key question 1: What was American society like during the Depression? 

During the 1920s, many of Americans played the stock market. This meant that share prices rose and 
banks would be willing to lend people more money. 
This caused a problem:
- American factories were overproducing and profits began to fall
- Companies struggled to sell good abroad
In September 1929, many people started to sell their shares as they were concerned about whether the 
‘boom’ situation would last – the market collapsed and banks went bankrupt (Black Thursday)!
Impact:
Shareholders: They lost a lot of cash. Many faced homelessness as they struggled to pay rent.
Factory workers: Many lost their jobs. Many lose their savings as banks went bankrupt. 
Factory owners: They struggled to sell their goods as less people had cash to buy products 
(underconsumption)
Bank managers: Many lost their jobs when banks went bankrupt.
The very rich: Many have to sack staff and reconsider spending. They have property to fall back on.
Farmers: Many faced losing their farms and sacking their workers. 
Overall there were violence, protests, camps for the homeless (Hooverville) and breadlines. 

Key question 2: How effective was the New Deal?

Franklin D Roosevelt (FDR, a Democrat) won the 1932 election and promised America a ‘New Deal’ out 
of the Depression. 
Changes:
1. Emergency Banking Act to help the banks/ cash flow in the US
2. Economy Act, which cut public spending 
3. Beer Act, which made it legal to buy and sell alcohol again
There was also help for farmers, industry and workers, unemployed and homeless people.

However there was also opposition to the New Deal, for example:
1. The rich did not like the tax increases
2. Business people did not like the changes to employment law
3. Republicans complained that the New Deal was ruling peoples lives and FDR was a dictator!
Overall the New Deal created jobs and for some groups, e.g. Native Americans, life improved. However, 
most Americans were poor throughout the 1930s. 
Popular culture (books, music, movies etc.) also did quite well in the 1930s and FDR was keen to 
support the Arts. 

Key question 3: What was the impact of WW2? 

American had followed a policy of Isolationism in the 1920s. This came to an end when the 
war broke out in 1939 and American sold weapons to Britain and France. America entered 
the war in 1941 after the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbour. 
- The Neutrality Act from 1935 had banned the sale of weapons so far
- The Cash and Carry Plan from 1939 allowed Britain and France to buy weapons from the 

US. This created jobs. 
- In 1941, FDR agreed the Lend Lease Deal with Britain for weapons. 

Impact of war: 
- America set a target of building weapons at a record rate. 
- Unemployment dropped due to rearmament
- War changed the role of women with many now working in stereotypically male jobs
- African-Americans first faced discrimination in the forces, however this broke down after 

while. 

Overall, America financially benefitted from the war. People also trusted that the 
government could solve ‘big issues’.

Further reading and research:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62DxELjuRec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv7IP2qL0gg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0tPZoPWgBI
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxy3k2p/revision/8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62DxELjuRec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv7IP2qL0gg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0tPZoPWgBI
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxy3k2p/revision/8


Subject: Spanish Term: 4 and 5 Topic: Spanish GCSE Revision

Module 1 – Travel & Tourism Week 1
Bitesize: Bitesize AQA SP Travel & Tourism
Quizlet: Quizlet M1 Revision Packs: Revision Packs
Revision Modules – SharePoint: REVISION MODULES Spanish
Active Learn AQA Textbook: Pp 6-24 Kerboodle Book: U8 – Pp 126-142
Present tense practice: Languages Online - Present tense

Module 2 – Studies & School life Week 2

Module 3 – Family , friends, relationships & technology Week 3

Module 4 – Free time, role models and life Week 4

Module 5 – Region, area and home Week 5

Module 6 – Lifestyle, tradition and festivals Week 6

Module 7 – Jobs, employment & the future 
Week 7 

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/spanish-8698/specification-at-a-glance
Specification

Module 8 – Global & Social Issues

Weeks  1&2 

Bitesize: Bitesize AQA SP Current & Future Study
Quizlet: Quizlet M2 Revision Packs: Revision Packs
Revision Modules – SharePoint: REVISION MODULES Spanish
Active Learn AQA Textbook: Pp 26-44 Kerboodle Book:  U10-12 – Pp 146-164 
Imperfect tense practice: Languages Online - Imperfect Practice

Bitesize: Bitesize AQA SP Relationships Bitesize AQA SP Tech
Quizlet: Quizlet M3 Revision Packs: Revision Packs
Revision Modules – SharePoint: REVISION MODULES Spanish
Active Learn AQA Textbook: Pp 46-64 Kerboodle Book:  U1-2 Pp 18-46
Preterite tense practice: Languages Online - Preterite Practice

Bitesize: Bitesize AQA SP Free Time
Quizlet: Quizlet M4 Revision Packs: Revision Packs
Revision Modules – SharePoint: REVISION MODULES Spanish
Active Learn AQA Textbook: Pp 66-86 Kerboodle Book: U3 Pp 48-80
Present continuous practice: Languages Online - Pres Cont

Bitesize: Bitesize AQA SP Home & Area
Quizlet: Quizlet M5 Revision Packs: Revision Packs
Revision Modules – SharePoint: REVISION MODULES Spanish
Active Learn AQA Textbook: Pp 88-108 Kerboodle Book: U5 Pp 84-94
Conditional practice: Languages Online - Conditional

Bitesize: Bitesize AQA SP Customs & Festivals Bitesize AQA SP Food & Drink
Quizlet: Quizlet M6 Revision Packs: Revision Packs
Revision Modules – SharePoint: REVISION MODULES Spanish
Active Learn AQA Textbook: Pp 110-130 Kerboodle Book: U4 Pp 64-80
Future tense practice: Languages Online - Future

Bitesize:  Bitesize AQA SP - Jobs & Employment
Quizlet: Quizlet M7 Revision Packs: Revision Packs
Revision Modules – SharePoint: REVISION MODULES Spanish
Active Learn AQA Textbook: Pp 132-150 Kerboodle Book: U 12 Pp 158-164
Mix Grammar practice: Bitesize AQA SP Mix GCSE Grammar

Bitesize: Bitesize AQA SP Social Issues
Quizlet: Quizlet M8 Revision Packs: Revision Packs
Revision Modules – SharePoint: REVISION MODULES Spanish
Active Learn AQA Textbook: Pp 152-170 Kerboodle Book: U6 & 7 Pp 96-124 

Remember sites like: Linguascope, Conjugemos etc.. for general practice too

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zdsfwty
https://quizlet.com/gb/573087826/viva-gcse-module-1-desconectate-vacaciones-flash-cards/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/FlexibleLearning/EjpOIM6mtlRPpFrLiVU12c8BM0ZWJxDrTNSpc_S4uGiy_w?e=09JbH2
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/FlexibleLearning/El0mxcHVsCZCsFWnaPfWL_YBeiVDNKScHLe7ZJ8ox09Hdg?e=SzU0jj
https://languagesonline.org.uk/Spanish/Presente/index.htm
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/spanish-8698/specification-at-a-glance
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjyvqp3
https://quizlet.com/gb/343301783/viva-gcse-module-2-flash-cards/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/FlexibleLearning/EjpOIM6mtlRPpFrLiVU12c8BM0ZWJxDrTNSpc_S4uGiy_w?e=09JbH2
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/FlexibleLearning/El0mxcHVsCZCsFWnaPfWL_YBeiVDNKScHLe7ZJ8ox09Hdg?e=SzU0jj
https://languagesonline.org.uk/Spanish/Imperfect/index.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/znk8nrd
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfdwf4j
https://quizlet.com/gb/569167906/viva-gcse-module-3-flash-cards/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/FlexibleLearning/EjpOIM6mtlRPpFrLiVU12c8BM0ZWJxDrTNSpc_S4uGiy_w?e=09JbH2
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/FlexibleLearning/El0mxcHVsCZCsFWnaPfWL_YBeiVDNKScHLe7ZJ8ox09Hdg?e=SzU0jj
https://languagesonline.org.uk/Spanish/preterite/index.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvq7382
https://quizlet.com/gb/579671080/viva-gcse-module-4-flash-cards/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/FlexibleLearning/EjpOIM6mtlRPpFrLiVU12c8BM0ZWJxDrTNSpc_S4uGiy_w?e=09JbH2
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/FlexibleLearning/El0mxcHVsCZCsFWnaPfWL_YBeiVDNKScHLe7ZJ8ox09Hdg?e=SzU0jj
https://languagesonline.org.uk/Spanish/Pres_Con/index.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4th92p
https://quizlet.com/gb/582009027/viva-gcse-module-5-cuidades-flash-cards/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/FlexibleLearning/EjpOIM6mtlRPpFrLiVU12c8BM0ZWJxDrTNSpc_S4uGiy_w?e=09JbH2
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Subject: Business Studies Term: 4 Topic: Making financial decisions

Week 2 – Gross Profit Margin and net profit 
margin

Week 1 – Gross profit and Net profit

Gross profit
Gross profit is the difference between the money received from selling goods and services and the 
cost of making or providing them. It does not take account of any fixed costs (overheads) so it is 
useful in showing how much profit each product or service generates (it’s contribution per unit).

The money received from selling goods and services is sales revenue (quantity of sales x selling 

price). The cost of making the goods or providing the services is called the cost of sales, since it 

reflects the directly related to production, such as raw materials.

Calculating gross profit
In order to calculate gross profit, a business will use the following formula:

For example, a business produces t-shirts:

Selling price = £1 Variable cost = £0.49 GP = £1 - £0.49 = £0.51

Net profit
Net profit is the difference between the amount of money received from selling goods and services 
and all of the costs incurred in order to make them. Net profit is often considered to be the more 
important profit figure, as it includes all of the fixed costs and other overheads that a business has 
to pay.

Net profit can be negative, which would indicate that a business has made a loss, since its costs are 
greater than its sales revenue.

Calculating net profit
In order to calculate net profit, a business will use the following formula:

e.g. t-shirts GP = £0.51 Other operating expenses and interest = £0.20 NP = £0.51-£0.20 
= £0.31

Gross profit margin
The gross profit margin is the percentage of sales revenue that is left once the cost of sales has 
been paid. It tells a business how much gross profit is made for every pound of sales revenue 
received. For example, a gross profit margin of 75% means that every pound of sales provides 75 
pence of gross profit.
Calculating the gross profit margin
In order to calculate the gross profit margin, a business will use the following formula:

e.g. the gross profit margins for this year and last year would be:

Gross profit Sales revenue Gross profit margin (%)
Last year £50,000 £150,000 (£50,000 ÷ £150,000) × 100 = 33.33%
This year £100,000 £450,000 (£100,000 ÷ £450,000) × 100 = 22.22%

Where the example shows that sales revenue has tripled the gross profit has only doubled and by 
looking at the example it can be seen that the GPM has decreased.

Gross Profit = Sales Revenue – Cost of sales

Net profit margin
In the same way that net profit is lower than gross profit, because it accounts for more costs, the net 
profit margin will be lower than the gross profit margin. In markets that are particularly competitive, 
such as the food retail market, net profit margins can be very small.

Calculating the net profit margin
In order to calculate the net profit margin, a business will use the following formula:

For example, a business that knows its net profit and sales revenue can calculate its net profit margin as 
follows:

Net profit Sales revenue Net profit margin (%)
Last year £30,000 £150,000 (£30,000 ÷ £150,000) × 100 = 20%
This year £45,000 £450,000 (£45,000 ÷ £450,000) × 100 = 10%
This shows that the net profit margin for this business decreased from 20% to 10% over the past two 
years.

Net profit = gross profit − other operating expenses and interest

Improving gross 
profit 
Reduce raw 
material costs
Reduce labour 
costs (wages)

Improving net profit 
Reduce overheads
Reduce rent

GPM and NPM are 
often referred to as 

profit ratios

X 100

X 100



When extracting information from charts and 
graphs, it is important to:
• identify any trends the graph or chart shows
• check the scales used on the axes
• be aware of whether the data show 

units, percentages or percentage change
• read the chart title and any labels used
It is very easy to misinterpret information from 
graphs and charts, so always double check that 
you have read them correctly.

Week 4 – Understanding business performance

Interpretation of results

Subject: Business Studies Term: 4 Topic: Making financial decisions

Calculating the average rate of return
The average rate of return is a way of comparing the profitability of different choices over the 
expected life of an investment. To do this, it compares the average annual profit of an investment 
with the initial cost of the investment. This is necessary in order to compare investments that 
might last for different periods of time.

To calculate the average rate of return, a business will use the following formula:

e.g.

Information from graphs and charts
Businesses have access to a lot of numerical information, also called quantitative information. 
Businesses often use this information to help them make business decisions. Such information 
might be available in internal documents, such as sales reports or financial documents, and 
other information might come from external sources, such as government statistics.
This information may be presented in a number of different ways. A chart is used to present 
information in the form of a graph, a diagram or a table. There are many different types of 
chart, including pie charts, bar charts, pictograms and infographics. Businesses can then use 
these visual representations to perform analysis.

Advantages

ARR provides a percentage return which can be 
compared with a target return

ARR looks at the whole profitability of the project

Focuses on profitability – a key issue for 
shareholders

Financial data includes:
• Costs and revenues
• Gross and net profit
• Profit margins
• Cash flow
• Break-even
• Average rate of return

+ Good for comparisons over time
+ Clear and easily communicated

- Becomes outdated quickly
- Can be interpreted differently by people
- Might not necessarily be the most 

significant success factor for an ethical or 
environmentally focused company

Market data

Primary Research – new research completed by the business e.g. surveys, questionnaires or focus groups

Secondary Research – existing data that the business reviews e.g. news papers, previous reports, competitor actions

+can aid with planning
-different methods may be less reliable or have bias

Making business decisions
Businesses make decisions using the information that 
they have available. It is important to ensure that any 
information used is:
• accurate
• sufficient
• up to date

Week 3 – Average rate of return

Disadvantages

Does not take into account cash flows – only profits 
(they may not be the same thing)

Takes no account of the time value of money

Treats profits arising late in the project in the same 
way as those which might arise early

Inflation: the general increase in 
prices over time



Week 6 – Different ways of 

working

. 

Week 5 – Organisational structures

Subject: Business Studies Term: 4 Topic: Making financial decisions

Hierarchical Structures – “tall” lots of layers of 
management
Advantages
+ more opportunities for promotion which can 
lead to greater staff motivation
+ staff gain more support from their line manager
+ there is a higher degree of supervision as each 
line manager has a limited number of people they 
are responsible for
Disadvantages
-many levels of hierarchy
- span of control is narrow, and the chain of 
command is long, making communication slower 
as instructions take longer to travel through the 
levels of the organisation
- longer lines of communication can make the firm 
less responsive to change
- can be expensive to run due to high wage costs

Hours
Full-time – 35 hours and above each week
Part-time – Less than 35 hours a week. Part-time workers may work shorter days or 
less days a week
Flexible hours – some offer flexible hours, they can be annualised and divided how is 
most suitable for the employee
Zero hours contract – employees are not guaranteed hours but can be called upon to 
work when is suitable for the business
Job share – two employees combine to make one employees role and hours

Flat structures – few layers of management
Advantages
 few levels of hierarchy
 lines of communication are short, making the firm 

responsive to change and decision-making quicker
 staff working in a flat management structure can be 

empowered to work independently and take on 
more responsibility

Disadvantages
o wide span of control means that tasks must be 

delegated, which can lead to employees feeling 
stressed and managers feeling overstretched

o less promotion opportunities within a flat structure, 
which may lead to the company losing staff to other 
organisations

Centralised vs decentralised

Centralised means that decisions are made at the centre 
of the organization. Decisions must be approved by the 
highest levels of management.
 Activities are all coordinated and focused
 Vision is clear
 Performance can be tracked 
 High levels of control
 Accountability is clear

Decentralised means decisions can be made locally and 
at a lower level
 Managers can focus on the bigger picture
 Local managers might be better equipped to respond
 Employees feel empowered

Contracts

Permanent – employee is employed on an 
ongoing basis

Temporary – an employee is employed for a 
fixed amount of time e.g. the Christmas period

Freelance – a freelancer works for them on a 
particular project

The impact of technology on ways 
of working

Technology has made working 
more efficient in many ways but 
there are also some difficulties. 
Although technology can reduce 
the barriers to communication it 
can make employees feel distanced

Effective communication

Not enough (insufficient) communication can 
lead to managers being unaware of problems 
and employees unaware of how to manage 
issues

Too much communication (excessive) can 
lead to high levels of stress and important 
messages becoming ‘lost’

Barriers to communication include:
Poor spelling Poor handwriting
Cultural barriers       Linguistic barriers
Wrong type of communication chosen e.g. 
letter vs email

Freelancer = someone who is 
self-employed and contracted 
by a business to work for them

Benefits for Employers Benefits for Employees

Lower costs due to reduced travel 
and workplace requirements

Reduced time spent travelling to 
and from work

Lower sickness as staff are less likely 
to take time off

More flexible times to start and end 
of work days

Happier staff because they can work 
more flexibly and therefore can be 
more productive

Less chance of interruption from 
colleagues or meetings

Benefits of remote working

Span of control -

the number of 

subordinates for 

whom a manager is 
directly responsible.



Subject: GCSE D&T Term:4 Topic: Work of others 

Work of others Week 1 -



Subject: GCSE D&T Term:4 Topic: Manufacturing 

Manufacturing  Week 2

MManufacturing

Joining Materials  
• Permanent and Temporary
• Wood Joints 
• Scale of Production
• Adhesives 

Materials
Woods 
Engineered Boards 
Plastics 
Metals 
Composite Materials 

Tools 

Surface Finishing



Subject: GCSE D&T Term:4 Topic: Materials & Working Properties 

Natural & Manufactured Boards   Week 3 

M
Natural & 

Manufactured Boards 

Woods – Man-made   
• MDF
• Chipboard
• Plywood
• Hardwood

Hardwoods
• Oak
• Mahogany
• Beech
• Ash 

Softwood
• Pine

Plastics 
• Acrylic
• Polypropylene
• HIPs
• LDPE
• HDPE
• Urea Formaldehyde

Material Properties 
• Strength
• Elasticity
• Ductility
• Malleability
• Hardness
• Toughness

Metals 
• Aluminum
• Mild Steel
• Stainless Steel
• Cast Iron 
• Copper
• Brass

Composites 
• Carbon Fibre
• GRP Fibreglass



Subject: GCSE D&T Term:4 Topic: Materials & Working Properties 

Natural & Manufactured Boards   Week 4 



Subject: GCSE D&T Term:4 Topic: Energy, Materials, Systems and Devices 

Mechanical Devices    Week 5 

MMechanical Devices 

Types of motion 
• Linear
• Oscillating 
• Rotary 
• Reciprocating

Levers 
• Class One
• Class Two
• Class Three

Linkages 
• Reverse motion Linkage
• Parallel Motion
• Bell Crank 
• Crank and Slider
• Treadle 

Working out
• How to work out a levers distance of travel
• How to work out the mechanical advantage



Subject: GCSE D&T Term:4 Topic: Energy, Materials, Systems and Devices 

Mechanical Devices    Week 6 

MMechanical Devices 

Forces and Stresses 
• Tension 
• Compression 
• Bending 
• Torsion 
• Shear 

The modifications of properties
• Seasoning 
• Annealing
• Addition of stabilisers 

Improving functionality of materials
• Lamination 
• Bending / Folding 
• Webbing
• Fabric interfacing



Subject: GCSE D&T Term:4 Topic: Energy, Materials, Systems and Devices 

Energy Generations and Storage Week 7 

MEnergy Generations
& Storage  

Energy Types
Non-renewable
• Fossil Fuels 

Renewable  
• Biomass Energy
• Nuclear Energy
• Wind Energy 
• Solar Energy 
• Tidal Energy 
• Hydroelectricity
• Batteries

-Alkaline 
-Rechargeable



Subject: Drama Term: 4 Topic: Understanding Drama

Section A

Lighting Designer - Responsible for designing the lighting within a production, working 
closely with the director and the design team to create lighting states for atmosphere and 
mood on stage. The lighting designer will often have an initial idea about how the lighting 
will look for a show and will then make adjustments during the rehearsal process. Once 
their design work is complete, technicians will rig and programme the lights.

Sound Designer - Responsible for designing the use of sound within a production, e.g. 
sound effects or music, working with the director to create and develop sound that 
enhances a production. They will also advise the director on whether the production 
requires microphones and other technical equipment.

Costume Designer - Responsible for designing the costume, hair and make-up for a 
production, working closely with the design team to ensure that the costumes match the 
style of the show. They will often create designs ahead of the production being cast and 
can then make changes once they have met the performers. The costume designer works 
closely with the costume department, who are responsible for making the outfits and 
wigs.

Puppet designer- Responsible for designing puppets within a production. They must 
ensure that puppets match the set and costume design and general aesthetic of the 
show. They must also ensure that the puppets work efficiently when operated.

Theatre Roles and ResponsibilitiesPerformer - A performer might be an actor, singer or dancer, whose job is to perform within 
a production. They will usually audition in front of the director and a casting director to get 
their part. They begin their work in the rehearsal room with the director, before performing 
on stage in front of an audience. They must ensure to maintain a high-quality performance 
each night, during the run of the show.

Director - A director is responsible for the overall creative vision of the show. They have to 
bring the different elements of the production together to produce a cohesive final 
production, having meetings with the design team at various stages during a production. 
They will also direct the performers and help them develop their characters in rehearsals 
ahead of the final performance.

Playwright - A playwright is responsible for writing a play. Some are commissioned by 
theatre companies or producers and others write plays and submit them speculatively. 
Usually they will have written the play well in advance of rehearsals, but small changes can 
be made as the show develops. Occasionally, playwrights are present during the entire 
rehearsal process and they watch the performers work with the director to develop ideas, 
making notes and writing the script organically.

Understudy - An understudy is a performer who learns the lines and blocking of a regular 
performer in a production, so that if the regular performer is ever unable to perform, e.g. 
due to illness or injury, the understudy can cover their part. Sometimes, they may take a 
smaller role within a production, while covering one of the lead roles. When an understudy 
goes on to perform a lead role, a performer called a swing will cover the understudy’s part.

Set Designer - Responsible for designing the set, working closely with the director and the 
design team to create the world of the show. They may begin by providing the director with 
a concept, before moving on to the technical drawing stage. Once the design is complete, 
the set is constructed and completed by various departments that specialise in materials 
such as metal, wood and paint.

Theatre Roles and Responsibilities Section A



Subject: Drama Term: 4 Topic: Understanding Drama 

Section A
Types of Staging

Technician - There are many different types of technicians involved in theatre. They may 
be involved in rigging the lighting, sound equipment and set. They may also operate 
technical equipment during a show, controlling lighting, sound or other aspects of the set, 
e.g. trucks.
Theatre manager - A theatre manager is responsible for the front of house team and is 
usually a permanent employee of a theatre building. They ensure the smooth running of a 
performance by looking after the audience.

Stage manager - A stage manager is responsible for backstage during a production. They 
usually lead a stage management team of a deputy stage manager, assistant stage 
managers and a company stage manager, and they are involved from before the first 
rehearsal until after the show has finished. They organise the rehearsal schedule and sit in 
the rehearsal room making notes that need to be passed onto the design team. During the 
run of a show, they are responsible for organisational aspects, such as setting props and 
calling the show.

Stage Directions
USR – Upstage Right
USL – Upstage Left
DSC – Downstage Centre
CS Centre Stage
CSR Centre Stage Right
CSL Centre Stage Left
DSR Down Stage Right
DSL Down Stage Left
DSC Down Stage Centre

Theatre Roles and Responsibilities Section A



Subject: Drama Term: 4 Topic: Understanding Drama

Key Themes in the Play.
Coming of Age – The play follows two baby boys from birth to manhood showing how 
they change as they grow up.
Nature vs Nurture – An ongoing debate through the play. The play prompts the audience 
to question whether Edward has been more influenced by external forces or by his 
biological make-up.
Wealth, Status and Class Division – The Lyons represent success and the Johnstones 
represent the working class.
Superstition – A recurring theme throughout the play. Mrs Lyons plays on Mrs Johnstones 
belief in superstitions.

Plot Summary
Blood Brothers, a musical by Liverpudlian playwright Willy Russell, revolves around twin 
boys (Mickey and Edward) who are separated at birth and brought up in completely 
different environments in the city. The play, set in the 1960s, is divided into two acts, with 
songs throughout.

Mickey is brought up with his seven older siblings by his struggling single mother, Mrs 
Johnstone. His twin brother, Edward, however is brought up as the only child of the 
wealthy Lyons family, who live nearby, after Mrs Lyons persuaded Mrs Johnstone to hand 
over one of her twins at birth. Mickey and Edward don’t meet each other until they’re 
seven years old, but immediately become best friends and blood brothers. The bond 
continues when the boys are teenagers and both live in the countryside, despite them 
both being in love with Mickey’s neighbour Linda. However, as they get older, the huge 
difference in their backgrounds pulls them apart and eventually leads to their tragic 
deaths.

Written during a period of huge changes in society and politics, Blood Brothers draws the 
audience’s attention to the detrimental effect that social inequality can have on people’s 
lives.

Historical Context
The city was once a centre of industry with a thriving port which attracted workers from 
many regions, particularly Ireland and Wales.
The city was bombed during the Second World War.
After the Second World War, particularly in the 1970s and 1980s, Liverpool’s economy 
began to fail.
Housing for poorer communities was built in redeveloped areas of the city
In 1960s and 1970s Liverpool was associated with a thriving music and youth culture.

Political Context: Margaret Thatcher
One of Thatcher’s central political beliefs was that success came to those who chose to 
work hard. In Blood Brothers, Russell contradicts this view. He shows a divided society by 
having Mickey and Edward attend very different schools and live in different houses. That 
money and influential connections are necessary to become successful is written into the 
play. Mickey's failure, despite his good character and hard work, is the basis of the tragedy 
in the drama.

Social Context

Social class Family and friendship for characters from two different social classes form the 
heart of the play. Russell shows how wealth brings privilege, even down to the way the 
Johnstone's and the Lyons are treated differently by the law.
The individual and society: In the play Russell illustrates the influence that society has on 
individuals, in their education, behaviour and the opportunities they have.
Nature vs. Nurture: The 'nature versus nurture' debate is about how much a persons life is 
determined by their inherited genetics (their 'nature') and how much is determined by the 
environment they grow up in ('nurture'). The boys are identical twins and so the difference 
in the way their lives turn out must be a result of their different upbringings and social 
positions. Russell uses the twins idea to persuade us that attitudes in society influence 
peoples lives more than their individual efforts at wanting to do well.

Understanding Drama Section B: Blood Brothers



Subject: Drama Term: 4 Topic: Blood Brothers

Who are the key characters?
Mrs Johnstone – The mother of both Mickey and Edward and seven other children. She is 
a working class woman who does not have a lot of money. She works hard to provide for 
her family and is employed by Mrs Lyons as a cleaner.
Mickey – Is the son of Mrs Johnstone, he likes to platy with his friends and looks up to his 
older brother.
Edward – Is the biological son of Mrs Johnstone however he is brought up by Mr and Mrs 
Lyons as their own son. Edward has a privileged background and is a very well mannered 
and polite boy.
Sammy – Is Mickey’s older brother and son of Mrs Johnstone. He is often getting into 
trouble.
Linda – Is the love interest of the play. She is the same age as Mickey and Edward and 
begins the play as their friend.
Mrs Lyons - Is a wealthy upper-class woman. She is infertile and when her cleaner, Mrs 
Johnstone falls pregnant with twins, she asks for one of her babies. She raises Edward as 
her own.
Mr Lyons – Is the husband to Mrs Lyons and a successful businessman. Mrs Lyons 
pretends she got pregnant before he went away on a long business trip.
The Narrator – A hugely important figure. He provides crucial information about the 
narrative and about the characters throughout. The narrator takes different smaller roles 
as well such as the Milkman and the Bus Conductor.

Understanding Drama Section B: Blood Brothers

Can you identify the 
key moments in these 
pictures?



Subject: Drama Term: 4 Topic: Blood Brothers

Using your knowledge of the play to answer the written paper: Section B
You will be given an extract from the play and then you will need to answer four 
questions. (Below is a summary of what the questions will be on.)

Question 1: 4 marks (Always a design question linked to context)

Question 2: 8 marks (How would you perform… using physical and vocal skills)

Question 3: 12 marks (How would you perform… using physical and vocal skills to show an 
effect… linked to one part of the extract)

Question 4: 20 marks (How would you perform… using physical and vocal skills to show… 
how does this link to the rest of the play)

KEY PHRASES  
“To communicate to the audience…….”
“I would show this by using…”
“The actor would…”
“The designer used…”

You must use as much key terminology from the boxes on the next page as possible in 
all your answers to be able to access all of the grading criteria.

Understanding Drama Tackling Section B

VOCAL SKILLS
VOLUME

PACE
PITCH

INTONATION
RHYTHM

TONE
DIALECT
ACCENT

MANNERISM
PAUSE

SILENCE
CONTRAST

NARRATION
VERSE

TIMING
SONG

PHRASING
EMOTIONAL 

RANGE

CHARACTER
ROLE

PURPOSE
CASTING

APPEARANCE
AGE

BUILD
COLOURING

SOCIAL CONTEXT
GENDER

RELATIONSHIPS
INTERACTION

STATUS
ATTITUDE

MOTIVATION

PHYSICAL SKILLS/ 
ACTION

MOVEMENT
GAIT

POSTURE
GESTURE

PACE
TENSION

MANNERISM
RHYTHM
TEMPO

FACIAL EXPRESSION
INTERACTION

MIME
EXAGGERATION

PHYSICALITY
STILLNESS

LEVELS
USE OF SPACE

CHOREOGRAPHY

SETTING
SPACE

STAGING FORM
RELATIONSHIP TO AUDIENCE

ENVIRONMENT
LOCATION

PERIOD
GENRE

TEXTUAL DEMANDS
SET DRESSING

SHAPE
SCALE

MATERIALS
COLOUR & TEXTURE

DURABILITY
SYMBOLISM

ATMOSPHERE
LEVELS

IMAGERY
STAGE MACHINERY

TEXT
MEANING

GENRE
PERIOD & 
CONTEXT

CONVENTIONS
STRUCTURE
EXPOSITION

PLOT
DENOUMENT

SUB TEXT
THEMES
ISSUES

ATMOSPHERE
CLIMAX

TEXTUAL 
DEMANDS
MONTAGE

NARRATION

DESIGN ELEMENTS
LIGHTING= SPACE / INTENSITY / COLOUR / TIMING & PACE / ATMOSPHERE / 
CONVENTIONS / FOCUS / LANTERNS / GELS OR FILTERS / SPECIAL EFFECTS / 
TEXTURE / SCALE / LINE / SHAPE / BARN DOORS / GOBOS / ANGLE / PROFILE 

/ FRESNEL / PARCAN / FLOOD / LED / INTELLIGENT LIGHTING
COSTUME= COLOUR / TEXTURE / FIT / CUT / SHAPE / PERIOD / SYMBOLISM / 

ENVIRONMENT / DURABILITY / GENRE / MOVEMENT / ACCESSORIES / 
CONTEXT / MASK / MAKE-UP / PERSONAL PROPS

SOUND= VOLUME / PITCH / TONE / PACE / MUSIC / SOUND EFFECT / 
SOUNDSCAPE / PERIOD / ENVIRONMENT / MOOD / ATMOSPHERE / SPECIAL 

EFFECTS / TIMING / CONTEXT



Subject: GCSE Fine Art Term: 4 Topic: Personal Investigation

AO1

AO1: Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating 
critical understanding of sources. A relevant mood board of 

ideas

A relevant mind map of ideas

At least 3 artist pages (A3)

An artist essay for each artist 
studied

Copies of artists’ work

Annotation to explain your 
ideas

Check List

The portfolio is made up of preparatory studies leading to a fully resolved 
response, or group of responses. The portfolio represents 100% of the final mark.

Assessment Objective 1 is about developing ideas from a starting 
point to a final piece. This is done through mind-mapping, sketches 
and studies related to the work of other artists.

You need to analyse and understand these contextual sources, and 
develop your ideas in a personal way. Don't just state facts that you 
have found out. Relate what you have found out to your own ideas 
and experience.

Make sure you clearly annotate what is your work and 
what comes from other sources



Subject: GCSE Fine Art Term 4 Topic: Personal Investigation

AO2

. 

AO2: Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with 
appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.

Assessment Objective 2 is about refining your ideas through selecting 
and experimenting with appropriate resources, media, materials, 
techniques and processes.

Your choice of resources should be linked to your understanding of the 
media and materials used by artists and designers. Practical experience 
and experimentation will help you understand the possibilities of 
various media and develop your technical skills.

You don't have to use all the different ideas and methods that you have 
explored, but your final work should be developed from or link with 
your studies in different media. It is important to show that you have 
experimented with processes and techniques, so you should present 
your samples and studies carefully in your workbook, journal or on 
mounted sheets.

You should make it clear how and why you have selected and used 
particular materials and working methods. For example, you could 
present examples of artists' work alongside your own studies. You could 
explain the connection in written annotations.

.

Experiments with your observation
studies, in the style of your artists

3 designs in the styles of your artists

Annotation of your work

Check List

Presenting your own 
work alongside that of 
inspirational artists and 

designers can help 
explain your visual 

choices



Subject: GCSE Fine Art Term: 4 Topic: Personal Investigation

AO3

. 

AO3:Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as 
work progresses
Assessment Objective 3 is about recording your 
ideas, observations and insights. These can be 
visual, written and in other forms.

You should work from a range of experiences 
and stimulus materials, as each of these could 
lead you to different ways of developing your 
ideas. You should reflect upon your work, and 
consider what you have achieved at each stage 
and what you will do next.

Evidence of your understanding and intentions 
can be shown by the ways you use media, 
materials and processes, as well as in the ways 
that you develop your ideas, skills and 
techniques.

You should demonstrate that you have reflected 
on how you developed your ideas. This should 
be based on your selection of media, sources 
and contextual material. You need to show you 
have understood the formal elements in your 
own work and that of others. You should also 
consider how you could develop your ideas 
further on the set brief or theme.

. Secondary resources 
(internet/ magazines etc.)

Primary resources (your own 
photos)

Observation studies

- tonal/ biro

- Colour pencil

- Water colour

- Other (acrylic/ ink/ oil pastel 
act)

Annotation of your work

Check List



Subject: GCSE Fine Art Term: 4 Topic: Personal Investigation

AO4

. 

AO4: Present a personal and meaningful response that realises 
intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.

Assessment Objective 4 is about presenting a personal, informed and 
meaningful response, from your initial research through to the final 
piece. You need to demonstrate analytical and critical understanding 
as you respond to your theme.

You must show that you have understood the theme, and that you 
have an understanding of the way artists, designers or craftspeople 
work. You need to demonstrate this understanding in your research 
and development studies, as well as in your final piece.

To make a meaningful response it is important to demonstrate that 
you have selected suitable source material and media. You need to 
make connections between your work and suitable contextual 
sources. You should record your ideas as you develop them into a 
completed final piece.

Organise your projects so that the development of your ideas and the 
connections between all the elements of your work are made clear. 
There should be a visual 'journey' from your starting point through to 
your final piece that demonstrates your understanding of your 
particular area(s) of art and design.

.

Check List

Experiments with your observation
studies, in the style of your artists

3 designs in the styles of your artists

1 final design idea (a small scaled 
version of what you hope your final 
piece will look like)

Annotation of your work

Showing clear links between your starting point, sources and 
final piece will help show how successful your project has been

Your work needs to be personal, so make sure you explain what 
the theme or other starting point means to you, and show how 
you have developed your own individual visual language



Subject: GCSE Fine Art Term: 4 Topic: Personal Investigation

Annotation

. 

AO2: Annotating your work, ideas and concepts

Annotations are written explanations or critical comments added to 
art or design work that record and communicate your thoughts.

• analyse the work of an inspirational artist or designer
• record a technique
• record ideas
• explain the thinking behind an idea
• analyse the success of a technique, idea or composition
• explain how a particular artist or designer’s style or technique has 

influenced your work#

To annotate your work successfully, you should explain:

• what you have done and why you did it
• how you did it, such as the media and techniques used
• why you chose a particular medium or technique
• how an artwork or design fits in with your project
• what aspects you like
• how you could improve the work
• what you think you will do next

Annotations can be used for your own reference, e.g. to 
make a note of how you achieved a technique, or to 
record an idea you might like to try later.
They can also be used to communicate information to 
the examiner that will help explain your thoughts and 
decision-making processes.
Using annotations can demonstrate evidence of 
planning, decision-making and problem-solving ability, 
which will all contribute towards your assessment.

Carefully placed annotation can complement your visual work as well as 
explaining it



Subject: GCSE Fine Art Term: 4 Topic: Personal Investigation

Annotation

. 

AO2: Annotating your work, ideas and concepts: Vocabulary

Using the correct vocabulary in your annotation will show that you 
are developing your knowledge, understanding and skills. Think 
about using key terms, such as:

Subject –
• what is shown in the artwork?
• who is it a portrait of?
• what objects are in a still life?
• what is your natural or built environment?

Composition –
• how are the elements of the work arranged?
• are they close together or far apart?
• what is the overall shape of the composition?
• what viewpoint is it shown from?

Foreground and background –
• which elements appear close up or further away?

Visual elements –
- how are line, shape, colour, tone, form, texture and pattern used?

Think carefully about how your annotation looks. It should add to your 
work and not distract from it.
Make sure handwritten annotation is easy to read. If your handwriting is 
messy you might be better printing your notes.
If you want to print notes you should use a font that complements your 
images.
Don't feel you have to write in full sentences. Noting key words or 
phrases can be just as effective.

Short, simple notes using correct vocabulary can give a clear idea of your 
understanding and knowledge

Annotations can be added to artwork using 
a variety of formats:

• Writing them next to work produced in a 
sketchbook

• Writing on tags or post it notes
• Writing them on separate presentation 

sheets
• taking photographs of the work at 

different stages and tagging the images 
with comments



Subject: Health and Social Care Term: 4 Topic: Component 2

Week 2 – Respect

. 

Learning Aim B

Learning Aim B
Week 1 –Empowering and promoting independence  

• Self respect – valuing yourself.
• Person-centred approach – respecting and empowering individuals. 

Some individuals may need the help of an advocate to empower them. An 
advocate is someone who can put forward their views when they are unable to 
do so themselves. 
Independence – having control and doing things for ourselves. 
Caring for individuals who lose independence may lead to a temptation to do 
everything for them. It is important to give the service users the tools to do 
what they can for themselves and express their wishes.

Empowerment  -
being in control. 

Some people may 
need help with 
empowerment 

because of their age, 
circumstances, or 

levels of confidence. 

Respecting mental health needs
Some people may have a negative view on mental health issues and as a result may experience a 
poor quality of care. The views, care and opinions of people with mental health problems must be 
respected. This will help the individual to return to positive mental health.
Care staff must ensure they:
Respect the persons views and ideas
Understand views and ideas may change
Promote independence 
Involve the person is decision making
Support choice of treatment
Are approachable and sincere

Respecting older people
Some older peoples values may differ from 
younger ones. They may prefer to be more 
formal, or not like visiting without an 
invitation. When caring for individuals, it is 
respectful to find out about these things and 
abide by them.

Respecting adolescents 
Some people find relating to adolescents 
difficult. Adolescents may feel they are being 
treated as a child one day and an adult the next 
– depending on the situation. This may cause a 
young person to find using a care service 
difficult. Care workers must be mindful of the 
difficulties that some adolescent face and 
demonstrate respect and tolerance. 



Subject: Health and Social Care Term: 4 Topic: Component 2

Week 4 – Communication    

. 

Learning Aim B

Learning Aim B
Week 3 – Confidentiality  

The Data Protection 
Act 1998 contains 
strict rules about 

how to treat private 
data and how it 

should be stored.

Breaches of confidentiality (passing on information)
A worker who does not uphold confidentiality could 
face;
• Disciplinary and/or legal proceedings 
• Lack of trust
• Depression]causing a negative reputation for 

the service 

It is a persons right by law to have information 
about them kept confidential. It is important that 
those who work in health and social care settings 
know why they must keep information 
confidential. For example;
Service users may be vulnerable
Their information is often sensitive
They may become embarrassed, upset or risk 
danger if private information is exposed.

Keeping information private
Health and social care workers can 
keep information private by;
• Not sharing information with 

people who do not need to know
• Being aware of who is around 

them when talking about private 
matters.

• Not sharing information with 
other service users.

• Keeping written information in a 
safe place 

• Not sharing passwords
• Changing passwords regularly 
• Being careful using social media

Communication: a basic need & the key to all 
relationships (family, friends, in work, at school, socially 
and formally)
Empathy: being able to understand and share the 
feelings and views of another person.

An effective care worker will be able 
to;
• Adapt their communication style 

to suit the situation
• Make service users feel respected

Carers need to adapt how they 
communicate with service users if;
• They are unable to 

communicate well in English 
language

• May have visual difficulties
• May have hearing difficulties
• Dementia
• A combination of issues



Subject: Health and Social Care Term: 4 Topic: Health and Wellbeing

Week 6 – Anti- discrimination 

. 

Learning Aim B
Week 5 - Safeguarding

Safeguarding: Keeping people safe from harm. 
Service users have a right to feel safe
Care workers have a legal duty to protect service users

Duty of care:
Care workers must:
• Know their role 

and 
responsibilities

• Follow all 
procedures 
properly

• Deliver care as the 
individual care 
plan states

• Always report and 
record any 
concerns about an 
individual

Discrimination: treating people unfairly or less well others. 
The Equality Act (2010) makes it illegal to discriminate based on the following:

• Age
• Disability
• Gender reassignment 
• Marriage
• Pregnancy/maternity
• Race
• Religion
• Sex 
• Sexual orientation

Effects of discrimination can be 
devastating for the victim and 
can result in;
• Feeling isolated and 

depression
• Disempowerment
• Physical health problems 

(e.g. digestive, heart, skin 
problems)

• Low self esteem and mental 
anxiety

• Suicide 

Way to promote anti-discriminatory 
practice;
• Having patience with others who 

do not speak English very well
• Communicating in a way a person 

will understand
• Showing tolerance towards people 

who have different beliefs from 
you

• Respecting the health and care 
choices that individuals make

• Not getting involved in the 
discriminatory behaviour that 
others show

• Challenging unkind behaviour

Working in an anti-discriminatory way is 
about being positive about differences and 

preventing discrimination. 



Subject: Creative iMedia Term: 4 Topic: RO85 Creating a multipage website revision

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Understanding the properties and features of multipage websites
Websites and the internet are part of everyday life; they are used for any number of purposes and are often the first port of call for access to information and 
services because most websites are public domain. 
Multi page websites have several pages that are linked in one or more ways. Websites can have different purposes and features. 
Purposes of websites; Education, Online retail, Information and services, Promotion, Entertainment. 
Features of websites; House style – Colours, fonts and banners to match the company’s ‘look’. Consider functional navigation. GUI - graphical user interface. 
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3gqhv4/revision/1

Devices used to access webpages
There are an ever increasing number of devices that can be used to access 
webpages. They fall into a number of categories; 
Laptops and personal computers, Tablets, Mobile devices and smartphones, 
Games consoles and digital television. 

Extended learning: https://www.ictlounge.com/html/accessing_internet.htm

Methods of internet connection
Wired broadband: requires a router. The router connects the computer(s) and the phone socket, so you can connect the wired local area 
network in the building to the wide area network (WWW). An internet service provider manages access. 
WIFI: Provides broadband internet access and typically connects via a wired router. WIFI is often used to connect laptops, mobile devices and 
tablets to the internet. 
3G, 4G and 5G wireless broadband: Via the mobile network using radio wave transmission. Speed and availability will vary by location. 
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zh4whyc/revision/4 Identify three purposes fulfilled by websites

Example of a GUI

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3gqhv4/revision/1
https://www.ictlounge.com/html/accessing_internet.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zh4whyc/revision/4


Week 4

Week 5

Interpreting the client requirements and target audience for a multipage website;
Understanding client requirements is vital when creating a successful product. When reviewing the client brief you need to be able to 
interpret clearly what the client needs you to make and the elements the website needs to have.

As well as style and design you need to think about the functional elements such as: 
Number of pages, Media content, Information on each page, Type of navigation and Additional requirements of your client

Some key elements include understand the requirements of your target audience: 
Categorisation of the target audience
Literacy levels
Accessibility needs
Devices and connection method they might use.

Extended learning:

Producing a work plan for a multipage website;
When creating a complex project such as a multipage website it is particularly important to plan your time. 
There are many different tasks and features that need to be incorporated into a plan to ensure that you create a working website
which meets the client brief and is delivered on time.

There are a range of elements to consider when planning your project which you have looked at in RO 81 and RO 82.
Creating a Gantt chart to include; workflow, resource is, milestones, contingencies.

Gantt chart tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un8j6QqpYa0
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2yxtyc/revision/6

Subject: Creative iMedia Term: 4 Topic: RO85 Creating a multipage website revision

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un8j6QqpYa0
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2yxtyc/revision/6


Subject: Creative iMedia Term: 4 Topic: RO85 Creating a multipage website revision

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Understanding the contents and features of multipage websites
Websites and the internet are part of everyday life; they are used for any number of purposes and are often the first port of call for access to information and 
services because most websites are public domain which means they are available for everyone to access.
Multi page websites have several pages that are linked in one or more ways – usually by clicking on hyperlinks. Websites can have different purposes and 
features. Reasons for websites include; Education, Selling stuff online, Information and services, Promotion, Entertainment.
Features of websites; House style – Colours, fonts and banners to match the company’s ‘look’. GUI - graphical user interface – using pictures to get around. 
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3gqhv4/revision/1

Devices used to access webpages
There are a growing number of devices that can be used to access webpages. 
They fall into a number of categories;
Laptops and personal computers, Tablets, Mobile devices and smartphones, 
Games consoles and digital television. 

Extended learning: https://www.ictlounge.com/html/accessing_internet.htm

Methods of internet connection
Wired broadband: requires a device called a router. The router connects the computer(s) and the phone socket, so you can connect the wired 
local area network in the building to the wide area network (WWW). An internet service provider manages access.
WIFI: Provides the internet and usually connects by a wired router. WIFI is often used to connect laptops, mobile devices and tablets to the 
internet. 3G, 4G and 5G wireless broadband: Via the mobile network which uses radio waves to send data. Speed and availability will change 
depending on where you are.
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zh4whyc/revision/4 Identify three purposes fulfilled by websites

Example of a GUI

Supported 
content

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z3gqhv4/revision/1
https://www.ictlounge.com/html/accessing_internet.htm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zh4whyc/revision/4


Week 4

Week 5

Understanding the client requirements and target audience for a multipage website;
Understanding what the client wants is really important when creating a successful product. When reviewing the client brief you need to 
be able to interpret clearly what the client needs you to make and the things they want you to include.

As well as style and design you need to think about how it will work:
Number of pages, Media content, Information on each page, Type of navigation and Additional requirements of your client

Some key elements include understand the requirements of your target audience: 
Talking in detail about your target audience
Literacy levels
Accessibility needs
Devices and connection method they might use.

Extended learning:

Producing a work plan for a multipage website;
When creating a complex project such as a multipage website it is particularly important to plan your time. 
There are many different tasks and features that need to be incorporated into a plan to ensure that you create a working website
which meets the client brief and is delivered on time.

There are a range of elements to consider when planning your project which you have looked at in RO81 and RO82.
Creating a Gantt chart to include; workflow, resource is, milestones, contingencies.

Gantt chart tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un8j6QqpYa0
Extended learning: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2yxtyc/revision/6

Subject: Creative iMedia Term: 4 Topic: RO85 Creating a multipage website revisionSupported 
content

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=un8j6QqpYa0
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2yxtyc/revision/6


Subject: Photography Term: 4 Topic: Coursework Unit

Week 1 - 2AO3
AO2 Week 1 - 2

• Create work using lots of different styles and techniques.
• Analyse and evaluate your work, changing it as you go to make it better.
• Refine and develop – Always think, how can this be more successful?
• Take risks and if something didn’t work, explain why to show your understanding.
• Edit photographs and present stages of editing.
• Design a range of different ideas.

This term we will focus on Assessment Objective 2 (AO2)  which means you will refine 
your work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, 
materials, techniques and processes and reviewing and refining your ideas as your 
work develops.

You will develop your photographs using a range of manual or digital processes. It 
important to choose processes that play to your strengths and so you will need to research 
a broad range of styles before selecting your preferred method.



Subject: Photography Term: 4 Topic: Coursework Unit

Week 5 - 6 

. 

AO4

Digital and Manual Manipulation Week 3 - 4 
You will learn how to manipulate your photographs in the style of the below artists (left 
to right Camila Casullo, Nico Goodden, Brandon Kidwell, Barbara Kruger and Julie 
Cockburn). You will learn how to isolate colour, create a double exposure affect, add text 
and repeat and rotate to create patterns. You can find YouTube tutorials for all of these 
skills to practice using Photoshop prior to your lesson.

You will learn how to manipulate your photographs in the style of the below artists (left to 
right Amy Friend, Elise Wehle, Erin Case, Victoria Villasana, Alana Dee Haynes). You will 
learn how to create tessellation patterns, negative space effects, create a double exposure 
affect, add embroidery and add drawing/ etching to your photographs. 

You will create a personal 
response to your 
investigation of your theme. 
This is your final piece and 
can take many different 
formats but must clearly link 
your theme and the artists 
you have studied. You should 
aim to show all of the 
knowledge and skill you have 
develop over the last two 
years.



Subject: Psychology Term: 4 Topic: Memory

Week 2– Dispositional Factors – Locus 
of Control  

Locus of control: 
How much control a person feels like they have over their own life 

Rotter (1954) defines locus of control as the degree to which a 
person perceives an outcome as being contingent on their own 
actions or those of external forces. 

Internal locus of control: 
People who base their success on their own work and believe they 
control their life.

External locus of control: 
People who attribute their success or failure to outside influences.

Week 1 – Bickman’s research  

Aim: 
Does appearance affect how people obey others?
Procedure: 
Field experiment
3 male experimenters – each took it in turn to dress as a civilian 
(jacket and tie), milkman, guard uniform (looked like a police officer)
Gave orders to 153 random pedestrians on a street in Brooklyn, New 
York
Orders: 
Picking up litter – ‘Pick up this bag for me.’
Coin and parking meter – ‘This man is overparked at the meter but 
doesn’t have any change – give him a dime.’
Bus Stop – ‘Don’t you know you have to stand on the other side of the 
pole? This sign says “No Standing”.’
Results: 
People were 2 to 3 times more likely to obey the guard than the 
civilian 
89% obeyed the guard, 57% the milkman and 33% the civilian. 

 Participants were selected by opportunity sampling 
 The research is culturally biased 
 The study was unethical
 Gender bias



Subject: Psychology Term: 4 Topic: Memory

Week 3 – Dispositional Factors – Morality 

Morality: Understanding what is right and wrong 
Kohlberg (1968) 
- Conducted a longitudinal study into morality, followed the 

same group of boys over a period of 12 years. 
- Preconventional morality:  

- Stage 1, punishment where children are focused on       
consequences. 

- Stage 2, Action is based on what is most beneficial
- Conventional morality: 

- Stage 3, pleasing and getting approval from others
- Stage 4, Behaviour is based around obeying authority 

- Post-conventional morality: 
- Stage 5, Behaviour based on what has been agreed by 

society as a whole 
- Stage 6, Based on more abstract ideas of justice and 

what is ethical 
Generalisability: Describes the extent to which research findings 
can be applied to settings other than that in which they were 
originally tested
 Gender biased
 Not generalizable 
 Focuses too much on the individual 

Week 4 – Dispositional Factors – Authoritarian 
Personality   

. 

Authoritarian Personality: A personality type that is very 
obedient to authority 

Adorno et al. (1950) developed a questionnaire called the 
California F scale, to measure levels of authoritarian personality.
- Believed obedience was down to the personality of the 

individuals 
- He proposed those in ‘authoritarian personality’ was more 

likely to obey those in authority and discriminate against 
those that they see as inferior 

- Findings: People with authoritarian personality…
- See the world in black and white 
- Offer blind obedience to those they believe are a higher 

authority than themselves 
- Are prejudiced to those they see as inferior to themselves 
- Are very conformist 

 Focuses too much on the individual, making generalisations 
difficult 

 Explanations are reductionist 
 Does not explain why people who have not experienced 

harsh parenting are not obedient 



Subject: Psychology Term: 4 Topic: Sleep and Dreaming Retrieval Practice

Week 6 - Natcen (2011) Riots  

. 

‘Why did young people get involved in the riots?’
• The researchers aimed to speak to around 30 people in each of the five 
areas studied – Tottenham, Peckham, Clapham Junction, Salford and 
Birmingham - and two unaffected areas – Poplar in east London and Firth 
Park in Sheffield.
• 36 participants were interviewed 5 weeks after the riots took place 
• Informed consent was gained and they were assured that any 

information about what had happened would not be passed on to the 
police but any plans for any future criminal activity would be. 

• Results:  
• They divided those participants into; watchers, rioters, looters and non-

involved
• Motivators for involvement in rioting and/or looting were found to be: 

benefiting from an exciting experience, an opportunity to get free stuff, 
and/or the chance to get back at the police.

• Two clear decision-making processes were found to interact and 
influence whether or not a young person got involved. These were:

• (i) Their beliefs about right and wrong.
• (ii) Their assessment of the risks of involvement weighed against the 

benefits.

 Memory is not always reliable 
 Social desirability bias 
 Not a representative sample 

Influence of the brain: 
Argoskin et al (2014)
Positive correlation between self esteem and grey matter 
People with low self-esteem have reduced amounts of grey 
matter in the hippocampus. 
People with low self esteem are more conforming 

Anderson et al (1999)
Two individuals that have suffered brain damage to the pre-
frontal cortex as babies, were unable to understand the 
difference between right and wrong behaviour and showed 
personality traits similar to that of psychopaths 

Week 5 – Dispositional Factors – Influence of 
the brain  



Subject: Psychology Term: 4 Topic: Social Influence

Week 6 –Changing attitudes 

Moscovici (1985) identified the behavioural styles which minorities must 
possess if they are to exert social influence on majorities:

1. The message that minority put forward must be consistent, they 
must not change the message. 

2. The minority must show how committed it is to the cause. 

3. The argument must be persuasive, for example, having a charismatic 
representative. 

Charities and government campaigns:

- Campaigning to reduce the stigma and discrimination associated with 
mental health 

- Time to change: The campaign focuses on changing behaviours towards 
people with mental health problems, rather than just raising awareness 
of mental health issues. 



Subject: Sport Term: 5 Topic: Unit RO52 Developing Sports Skills

LO2 - Be able to use skills, techniques and tactics/strategies/compositional 
ideas as a team performer in sporting activity. (Year 10)
the key components of performance for a team performer in a sporting 
activity, i.e. 
○ performance of skills and techniques (e.g. a chest pass in netball) ○
creativity (e.g. feint to pass and then dribble in basketball) 
○ appropriate use of tactics/strategies/compositional ideas (e.g. when to 
bowl a bouncer in cricket) 
○ decision-making during performance (e.g. choice of pass in rugby 
union) 
○ awareness of role within/contribution to the team (e.g. covering for a 
team mate who is out of position in football). 

LO1 - Be able to use skills, techniques and tactics/strategies/compositional ideas as 
an individual performer in a sporting activity (Year 11)

the key components of performance for an individual performer in a sporting 
activity, i.e. 
○ performance of skills and techniques (e.g. a front somersault in trampolining) 
○ creativity (e.g. communicating a theme to the audience through performance of a 
ballet dance) 
○ appropriate use of tactics/strategies/compositional ideas (e.g. using a drop-shot 
against a baseline player in tennis) 
○ decision-making during performance (e.g. shot selection from different lies in golf) 
○ ability to manage/maintain own performance (e.g. staying composed after two 
illegal jumps in triple-jump). 

LO3 - Be able to officiate in a sporting 
activity (Year 10)

• how to apply rules and regulations 
relevant to the activity (e.g. 
reference to NGB rule books) 

• the importance of consistency 
(e.g. making sure rules are applied 
consistently in a variety of 
situations) 

• the importance of accuracy (e.g. 
applying rules correctly) • the use 
of signals (e.g. 
whistles/flags/gestures – how, 
when, why) 

• how to communicate decisions 
(e.g. with other officials, 
performers and the audience) 

• the importance of positioning (e.g. 
to gain the best view to make 
decisions, not obstruct activity).

. 

LO4 - Be able to apply practice methods to support 
improvement in a sporting activity (Year 10/11)

how to identify areas of improvement in their own 
performance in a sporting activity, i.e. 

○ what are the key skills in the activity? 
○ which key skills are strengths? 

○ which key skills are weaknesses? 
types of skills, i.e.

○ simple skill (e.g. transferable between a number of sports 
such as running) 

○ complex skill (e.g. tend to be specific to a sport (non-
transferable) such as a tennis serve) 

○ open skill (e.g. adaptable depending on the environment 
such as a pass in football) 

○ closed skill (e.g. performed in a stable environment such 
as a free throw in basketball) 

types of practice, i.e. 
○ whole i.e. the whole skill is performed at once (e.g. a 

triple jump)
○ part i.e. the skill is broken down into parts which are 

practised separately (e.g. just the ‘hop’ phase in the triple 
jump) 

○ variable i.e. the skill is practised in the range of different 
situations that could be experienced in a performance 

○ fixed i.e. a specific skill or technique is repeatedly 
practised in the same way 

methods to improve own performance, i.e. 
○ different types of practice 

○ altering context of performance (e.g. playing with and 
against better players can improve performance) 

○ use of tools to aid evaluation (e.g. match analysis, video 
analysis, etc.) 

how to measure improvement in skills, techniques and 
strategies developed, i.e. 

○ completion of proficiency awards 
○ keeping individual logs of performance 

○ keeping video diaries 
○ peer observation 

○ monitoring competition results over time. 



Subject: Sport Term: 4 – Learning Outcome 1, 2, 3 and 
4.

Topic: Unit RO53 Sports Leadership

Delivering a session: 
safe practice, i.e. organisation of 
group/activity, safe supervision (e.g. 
as a leader, coach) 
delivery style, i.e. proactive/reactive, 
demonstration/explanation
communication skills, i.e. verbal, non-
verbal, appropriate language, 
technical terms 
motivation techniques, i.e. 
encouragement, extrinsic motivators 
(e.g. rewards, prizes) 
activity-specific knowledge, i.e. 
appreciation/understanding of 
current techniques and tactics which 
are appropriate to the requirements 
of the performers
adaptability, i.e. making adjustments 
in an activity that isn’t working,  
addressing issues you hadn’t 
prepared for.

. 

Evaluating a session

evaluating planning and delivery of a sports activity 
session, i.e. ○ what went well? – against the plan 
(e.g. was the order of activities effective? – against 
the delivery (e.g. did I keep everyone motivated?) 

what did not go well? – against the plan (e.g. did I 
consider an appropriate number of activities?) –
against the delivery (e.g. was the group listening to 
me?) 

what could be improved for the future? – against 
the plan (e.g. were the group’s objectives met?) –
against the delivery (e.g. could I position myself 
better when communicating with the group?)


